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ABSTRACT 

RESISTANCE IN THE THIRD REICH?: 

POLITICAL DISSENT UV ROTTENBURG AM NECKAR, 1933- 1938 

Ellcn f c m  Thornc 
University of Guelph, 2000 

Advisor: 
Professor E. Reiche 

This thesis is an investigation of popular opinion and politicül dissent in 

Rottenburg. Gcrmany from 1933 to 1938. Relying on oral interviews conducted by 

Gcnnan reseürchers. this thcsis explores the ütt itudes of o rd inq  Germans to the seizure 

and strengthening of power by the N u i  regime. The main aspct of opinion addressed is 

ihc effect of the Church-Stüte contlict on this Catholic population and the extent to which 

ihcir religious and social values were able to withstand Nazi attack. It is found ihat. 

iilthough there were no major acrs of resistance, a distinct climate of dissent existed 

within the city. The inhabitants of Rottenburg, like many other average Germans. were 

not rffectively integrated in the Volk.sgorneinscI~ufr and they did retüin their religious 

üllegiances and formcr convictions. 
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

More than fifty years since the demise of the Third Reich, the image of masses of 

enthusiüstic men. women and childrcn thronging to have a glimpse of the Führer is still 

pan of popular imagination. The 'totditürim* image of brainwashed, fanatical masses 

k i n g  led by an al1 powerful leader has been propagated by films, books and the works of 

some historiüns. The goal of Nazi social reforrn was to integraie the entire German 

people into a Volksgemeinscli~$t or 'national community'. Through sophisticated 

propaganda methods the Nazis hoped to mould the population into a disciplined, 

obedient mass which would be prepared to fight the nation's ideological enemies. This 

idealized self-representation of the regime still influences the perceptions of many people 

today. but how accurately does it reflect the true situation of life in the Third Reich? The 

subjects of opinion and resistiuice of the German population to the Nazi regime have been 

intensely debated by scholm around the world for several decades and have produced an 

enormous body of historical research. While early works tended to see German society in 

the Third Reich as king rather monolithic, more recent reseûrch has taken new 

appmaches to the evidence and even to the definition of resistance itself, resulting in the 

conclusion that there were numerous expressions of dissatisfaction and acts of 



noncon formity . 

This study is un attempt to examine the attitudes and opinions of ordinary 

Germans living in one smdl southwestern town between 1933 and 1938. How did the 

residents of Rottenburg am Neckar reüct to the changes brought about by the instatement 

of Niizi policy end ideology? To what extent were the Nazis succesafiil in integrating the 

population of this town into their 'national community'? Undoubtedly there existed 

within the Reich ün acclamatory side to popular opinion. however this examination will 

focus on the "dissenting strinds of opinion. falling for the most piut well short of real 

opposition let alone resistance to Nüzism but setting nevertheless the ücclüim for Hitler 

and for certain N u i  aims and policies in perspective."' An attempt will be made to 

cover the widest possible spectrum of opinion within the town. but the study was 

conditioned by the nvüilability of sources. The main aspect of popular opinion addressed 

in this study is the effect of the Church-Staie contlict upon the Cütholic population. who 

t'ormed a majority in Rottenburg, and the extent to which their religious and social values 

were able to withstmd Nazi attack, In most cases the actions and attitudes of the town's 

people could be classified as rünging from üccommodation or indifference to non- 

conformity. but with respect to their religion. and its traditions and institutions. their 

opinions often led to open oppsition. 

The reasons for choosing Rottenburg as an area of study were manyfold. This 

study began as an attempt to research the fate of the city's Jewish community and the 

'See Preface to [an Kershaw, Popular Opinion and Political Dissent in the Third 
Reich: Bavuria 1933-1 945 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983). 



react ions of the local inhabitünts. While looking through files, however. and upon 

spending more tirne in the city. it became obvious that Rottenburg was somewhat 

renowned. at least within its local area. as hüving been a 'resisting* city dunng the Third 

Reich. It dso seemed that over the years the city hüd in a sense cultivated this image of 

hiiving resistrd by honouring several prominent citizens. The first of those to he publicly 

xknowledged was former Württernberg president and Centre Party politiciün Eugen 

Bolz. who wüs bom in Rottenburg and who had been executed in connection with the 

Iuly 30th conspiracy. At the Ianuary 1946 ceremony to honour Bolz and twenty-three 

other local victims of Nazi persecution. the mayor made an intriguing speech in which he 

clüimed thüt no city had resisted üs much üs Rottenburg and that "it was ü solid bulwark 

of Christianity and as such an obstacle to the endeavours of Nazism and a permanent 

monument ügainst its disgraceful deeds."' This was merely the beginning of a series of 

honours which were to be bestowed on other locai heroes. The anti-Nazi mayor Josef 

Schneider, who will be discussed at greliter length in chapter three. wiis given the title of 

honourq citizen of the city in 1949.' He was followed by Josef Eberle (made honourary 

citizen of the city in 1961 ). ünother local hem who hüs k e n  honoured over the years as 

'~tadtarchiv Rottenburg am Neckar (StAR) A 80.9980. For more information on 
Eugen Bolz see StAR D 1 1 Eugen Bolz; Joachim Kohler. "Eugen 8012 ( 188 1 - 1945). 
Politiker aus Leidenschaft. Zum 100. Geburtstûg des württembergischen Ministers und 
Staatspriisidenten." in Rottenburger Jnhrbuclr fur Kirchengeschichte. 1 ( 1982). 2 1-32; 
Kohler, "Eugen Bolz: Württembergischen Minister und Staatsprikident" in eds. Bosch 
and Neiss, Der Widerstand im cleutschen Südwesten 1933- 1945 (Stuttgart: 
W.Kohlhammer, 1984), 227-235 and "Die latzten Tage des Staatsprasidenten Bolz" in 
Schwiibisclies Tngblntt. Tübingen. n0.4~4 October 1945. 

"or additional information on Schneider see StAR DI 1 Josef Schneider; Grosse 
Kreissindr Rottenburg am Neckac Jahresberichte 1992 (Rottenburg am Neckar: 
Rottenburger Druckerei. 1993). 5-6. 
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both a Nazi resister and ü local SC holu and poet. despite the fact that he had spent the 

greater part of his adult life in Stuttgart.' Finally, perhaps the greatest resistance figure in 

Rottenburg wüs the bishop. Joünnes Baptista Sproll, who wüs bünned from his diocese for 

seven yeürs after having refused to vote in the 1938 plebescite regarding the ünnexütion 

of Ausiriil. Much h:is k e n  writtcn üboiit Sproll and he will he discussed in more detüil in 

chüpter four. Hüving discovered üII this evidence of resistance heroes. it was decided to 

broaden the scope of the study to look ai what the average inhabitünt of the town 

rxperienced. to include more aspects of opinion and to assess the extent to which the city 

livcd up to its reputütion as a 'resisting city' ünd r 'bulwuk of Christiünity.' A study 

such üs this helps contribute to the ongoing efforts of historians to achieve a more well 

rounded picture of life in the Third Reich and to m e s s  the attitudes of the bulk of the 

populütion. The case of Rottenburg in puticular offers the possibility to examine a city 

with a strong Cütholic majority, thus adding to the ongoing dcbate regarding Nüzism and 

the support or resistmce of the Cütholic population. In addition, i t  provides a unique 

opportunity to look at a city which wrs ülso the head of a diocese, ironically situated in a 

highly Protestant ürea and in close proxirnity to the univenity city of Tübingen which 

moved towards Nazisin at a relatively early date. 

Before beginning üny investigation involving opinion or dissent it is important to 

'For information on Eberle see StAR 329 Ausstellung des Stadtarchivs Josef 
Eberle 199 1 ; Schiller Nation;ilmuseum/ûeutsche Literatur Archiv, Marbach a.N. 
(SN/DLA) Josef Eberle collection and Karlheinz Geppert (ed), Noch Johr ond 
Tug.. .Sebasrian Blau alias Josef Eberle (1 901 - 1986) (Rottenburg am Neckar: Stadtarchiv 
und Sumelocenna-Museum Rottenburg am Neckar, 1996). 



be aware of the large and often overw helming Iiistoriography of resistance.' Evaluations 

of German opinion and resistance in the immediüte postwar period were heavily 

conditioncd by moral and politicd judgeinents rüther thün careful historical analysis. It 

was a widespread sentiment in the West thiit the German people as a whole were 

implicated in Nazi crirninality, hiised nn ihe ;issumption of profocind nazification of 

society under the Third Reich. Some historians identified a deformity in  German history, 

wguing thüt the Germün people üs a whole shued the perverted gods of Nazism. Others 

have referred to ü tradition of abstention from politics on the part of a large segment of 

the population which opned the way io authoritarianism.' 

Chüllenging these notions. other writers have tülked about the terroristic controls 

on the Germiin public in the N u i  period ünd the forcible association of the German 

people ünd the ideüls of the Third Reich. Müny clüimed thüt ordinary Germans could not 

be blümed for anything that happened after 1933 and that it should not be assumed thût 

they cndorsed Hitler's repressive apparatus. Some historiüns have even refuted the idea 

of studying public opinion under these circumstances. denying that one could ever know 

w hat the German people thought within these conditions.' 

'The best introduction to the topic of resistance and the difficulties surrounding it 
is chiipter 8 of Ian Kershaw's, The Nazi Dictutorship: Probkms and Perspectives of 
bterpretntion. 3rd ed. (London: Edward Arnold. 1 993). 

"or a more thomugh discussion of these arguments see: Friedrich Meinecke, The 
Grnltun C<itastrophe: Refiections und Recollectior~s. trans. Sidney B. Fay (Boston, 
1963); Peter Viereck, Meta-Politics: The Roots of the Nazi M i d  (New York. 1965); Karl 
D. Bracher. The G r m m  Dictutorsliip: The Origins. Structure and Effects of National 
Sociulism, trans. Jean Steinberg (New York, 1970). 

7 For a discussion of these and related views see: Karl Jaspers, The Question of 
Germun Guilr, trans. E.B. Ashton (New York, 1961); Eva Reichmann, Hostages of 
Civilization: The Social Sources of National Socialist Anti-Semitism (London, 1953). 



One of the eürliest studies of opposition to the Nazi dictatorship was published in 

the United States in 1948 by Gcrmm historia Hans Rothfels.>iming his conclusions at 

an Americün audience, Rothfels stressed ihat he did not wünt to deny al1 responsibility of 

the Germün people. but thüt he sought to show thüt there hüd been an 'othcr Germmy' 

which hüd opposed National Sociülism in various ways. Largely because of the postwar 

mentality of collective German guilt, Rothfels' arguments fell on deüf ews. Not only 

wcre Americüns unreceptive to this ideü, but they prohibited it from king üddressed in 

Germüny. Allied censorship in occupied Germüny from 1945 to1949 would not permit 

üny publicütions dealing with resistünce during the Third Reich and it was only after 1949 

thüt any begün to üppear.' 

Although more critical and nuünced examinations of German resistance did not 

üpperir until the late 1960s. ü few pioneering studies were published in the 

VierteQ~~lrrsliejtejïir Zeitgeschicli~e during the liite 1950s.'' These and other early studies 

werc written under difficult circumstances. Not only was the opposition dismissed as 

either nonexistent or hopeless, many important primary sources were not yet üvailüble 

and eürly writers telt compelled to defend their subject. The result was that most early 

studies of the Germün resistance tended to focus on the conspiracy of the 20th of July 

n Hans Rothfels, The Germirn Opposition to Hitfec An Appraisal (Chicago: Henry 
Regnery, 1963). 

Y Francis R. Nicosia. "lntroduction: Resistance to National Socialism in the Work 
of Peter Hoffmann." in (eds) Francis R. Nicosia and Lawrence D. Stokes, Gemuns 
Agtiinst Niizism: Nonconfonnity, Opposition and Resistance in the Third Reich. Essuys 
in Honour of Peter Hoffniann (New York: St. Martin's Press. 1990),4. 

"For more information on these foundationd studies, see: David Clay Large. 
"lntroduction," in (ed) David Clay Large. Contending Witli Hitlec Varieties of Gennan 
Resistance in the Third Reich. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 199 1). 2-3. 



19U. this being the single identifiable instance of resistance. 

Due lürgely to the questioning of the theories of fascism and totülitarianism. the 

üdvent of social history and the discovery of new sources. resistance hisroriography began 

to tdce ü new turn in the 1960s and 1970s. Many scholars today suggest that the 

influence of the concept of totalitarianisrn on Western thought. which severely questioned 

the existence and rolr of independent attitudes under a totalitarian regime, contributed to 

the belated and uneven stüte of research on public opinion and resistüncc." Along with 

this decreased focus on toulitünanism carne an increased interest in the social history of 

Germüny during the N u i  period. Brfore the mid- 1970s the social history of the Third 

Reich hüd been seen as secondary to studies concerned with politics or economics. At 

this timc scholars begün to investigüte the nature of German society, and to show interest 

in düily relütions between people and their persona1 experience of the regime. This new 

interest in  social history has even k e n  called one of "the most important substantive and 

methodologiciil departures" in research on National ~ocialism." In addition. new 

sources. in the form of secret N u i  opinion reports (which will be discussed at length later 

I I See. among many others, Otto Dov Kulkü and Aron Rodrigue, "The German 
Population and the Jews in the Third Reich: Recent Publication and Trends in Research 
on German Society and the 'Jewish Question"', Yad Vasliem Studies, 16 (1984), 42 1-435, 
422; David F. Crew (ed), "Generûl Introduction" in Nazism and Guman Society, 1933- 
1 945 (London: Routledge, 1994); Thomas Childen md Jane Caplan (eds), "introduction" 
in Reevduciting tlir Third Reich (London: Holmes&Meier, 1993); Detlev Peukert. Inside 
Nïizi Gemuny: Confomity, Opposition cind Racism in Everyduy Le, trans. Richard 
Deveson (New York: Penguin, 1993); Ian Kenhaw and Moshe Lewin (eds). Stalinism 
und Nrrzism: Dictutorships in Cornparison (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1997). For ü discussion of the concept of totalitûnanism sec, Ian Kershaw, The Nazi 
Dictcitarship, 19-22. 

"~hilders and Caplan, 4. 



in this chapter), were discovered in archives and were made public for the first time. 

Scholnrly endeavours were helped tremendously by the availability of these sources 

which helped to create a more complete picture of the shades of opinion which had 

existed during the N u i  period." 

Ilsing these ncw soiirces and npproiiches several important stiidies were ptihlished 

ihroughout the 1960s and 1970s which paved the way for more recent reseürch and led 

historians to see the Third Reich as ii more multifaceted society. David Schoenbaum's 

pioneering work. Hitler's Socid Revolution ( 1966). proposed a new agenda for research 

on Nazi society: 

Thüt the Third Reich was bbdynan~ic" hüs 
been piut of the conventional wisdom of 
historians since the beginning. But until the 
implications of this dynümism have been funher 
exürnined with respect to social groups and 
individuals in t heir social roles, new answers are 
uniikely.'" 

Schoenbaum çhüllenged historians to examine the impact of National Socialism "not on 

Gerinün thought and statecr;ift, but on German society."" Published at roughly the sarne 

time was William S. Allen's classic study of ü single town. The first of iis kind, it 

provided a mode1 for local and regiond study and changed the way in which public 

"For a more detailed description of these types of sources, see: Aryeh L. Unger, 
"The Public Opinion Reports of the Nazi Party" Public Opinion Quarterly 29(1965), 565- 
582; Otto Dov Kulka, "'Public Opinion* in Nazi Gcrmany and the 'Jewish Question"' 
Jeritsdrm Quarterly l982(25), 12 1 - 144; Peuken, Inside Nazi Gennany, especially ch.3; 
Ian Kershaw, Populur Opinion und Political Dissent; David Bankier, The Germans and 
the Final Solrrtion: Public Opinion under Nazism (Cambridge: Basil Blackwell. 1 992). 

''David Sc hoenbaum, Hitler 's Social Revolution: Class and Status in Nazi 
Gennmy 1933-1939 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1966), xvii. 

'5~choenbaum, xvii. 



reüctions to Nazi rule were studied by presenting a more balanced assessrnent of society 

in the Third Reich.'' Another euly attempt at a comprehensive study of German socieiy 

wrs Richard Grunberger's The 12- Year Reich. First published in 197 1, this work 

exümined different aspects of the Reich and various elements of the population in an 

atiernpt to explore ihe wiiys in which pople respnded to the Nazi regirne." Dealing 

explicitly with the topic of resistance, Peter Hoffmann published his Iandmark study of 

German resistance in 1969." In the forcword to his work, Hoffmann üdmitted thüt 

increased willingness of witnesses to shxe their experiences, a greater üvüilability of 

sources and a 'calmer ütmosphere' thÿn that which had existed in the postwu period 

aided in the reseuch and writing of what is seen as the first comprehensive study of the 

theory and prüctice of resistance on the level of conspiracy, üssüssination and coup. 

Another important initial contribution was Marlis Sieinen's work on public opinion in 

Germüny during World W u  11.'' Not only was this one of the first systcmatic 

examinations of opinion in the Third Reich which made extensive use of the newly 

uncovered documents, it took a step forward by asserting thüt independent opinion during 

the Nazi regime did exist, had been recorded and could be assessed through various 

'hWilliam S. Allen. The N«zi Srizure ofPowec The Experience of u Single 
Grrmn Town 1922-1 945 (rev.ed.) (New York: Franklin Watts. 1984). 

"Richard Grunberger, The 12- Yem Reich: A Sociul History of Nazi G e m n y  
1933-1945 (New York: Da Capo Press. 1995). 

"Originally published under the title: Widerstand, Stautsstreicli, Attentat. Der 
Knmpfder Opposition gegen Hitler (Munich: R. Piper Verlag. 1969). First published in 
English as: The History of the German Resistance 1933-1945, trans. Richard Barry 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1977). 

'9Marlis Steinert, Hitler 's War m d  the Germans: Public Muod and Attitude 
Diiring the Second World Wlir (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press. 1977). 
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meüns. Thus. it was only in the late 1970s and eürly 1980s that historians, using these 

initial studies as examples, begnn to truly encounter the 'other Gennany' which Rothfels 

hrid proposed in 1948. 

From the 1980s to the present. historians of the Third Reich have taken the study 

of Germün society to new levels through the development of Alltogsgeschichte. Meaning 

literülly the 'history of everydüy l i  fe.' this kind of scholuship has tended to concentrate 

on dny-to-düy experiences. attitudes and moods of individuals and small groups in ü 

variety of regions and localities. There has been an emphasis placed on the continuities 

and persistence of traditional social and mord values in German society. In consequence. 

the effect of the Volksgemeinsclici/r in bringing about a kind of social revolution. or even 

the perception of one, has tended to be denied or de-emphasized."' This fundamental 

reorientation of thinking has led to a further reduction of the notion of a Germany locked 

in the grip of one party and its leader. and the acknowledgment that there was a spectrum 

of üctivity existing in the Third Reich which ranged from open support and active consent 

to ;iccommodütion. non-con formit y and active resistance. In addition. t his approac h has 

been used in other fields of German history where emphasis on regional history h ~ s  

served as a corrective to older and frequently Prusso-centric approaches." This approach 

is not without drawbücks, as Richard Bessel accurately points out: 

 or ü more in-depth discussion of Alltagsgeschichte and its implications see 
Chüpter one 'the history of everyday life-a different perspective,' in Peukert, Inside Nuzi 
Germmv; David F. Crew, "Alltagsgesciiichte: A New Social History 'from below'?" 
Centrd Europeun History. 22( 1 989). 394-407; Franziska Becker and Utz leggle, 
"Memory and Violence: L o d  Recollections of Jewish Persecution during the 
Reicliskrista ffnacht" in Yad Vashem Studies, 20 ( l988), 99- 1 14. 

"See especiülly Peukert. 



this new interest brings with it the danger of 
getting lost in the minutiae of day-to-day life in 
one local community after another-of ü narrow 
antiquarianism and a myopic concentration on 
'ordinuy' concerns. losing sight of the fact thüt the 
Third Reich wüs in a perpetual stüte of emergency 
and thüt people's everyday experiences were 
shaped by ü political system which murdered 
millions of people. in short. there is ü danger of 
triviulising the subject. and accusations thüi 
historians trivialise their subject have a puticularly 
bitter ring when that subject is Nazi Germiuiy." 

Historians. using üpproaches of Allt~ig.sge.sc/~ichte and those embarking on local studies, 

must be cüreful to use these new perspectives to open up larger questions so that both the 

complexity of the structures of people's lives are appreciated and ünülytical goals are 

müintüined. When used in this wüy local histories of everyday lives can greütly 

contribute to our understanding of recent German history and help to either substmtiüte 

or revise earlier intrrpretations." 

As a result of these new approüches. the 1980s saw ü veritable boom of national 

and internationül con ferences and ü multitude of publications encompassing a wide range 

of resistünce üctivities." Moreover. many recent studies have not anly yielded ü more 

"Richard Bessel (ed). Life in the Third Reich (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
1987), xiii. 

"Johnpeter Horst Grill. " L o d  and Regional Studies on National Socidism: A 
Review ," in Jottmd of Contenrporwy History 2 1 ( l986), 253-294 provides an excellent 
review of the primary regional and local studies, as well as an assessrnent of their vaiue. 

"For more information regiuding these and other more recent trends in resistance 
historiography see, Michael Geyer and John W. Boyer, "Introduction: Resistance against 
the Third Reich as lntercultural Knowledge*' in (eds) Michael Geyer and John Boyer, 
Raistance Agdnst the Third Reich 1933- 1990 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
1992). For examples see also, Nicosia and Stokes (eds), Germans Against Nazism; 
Large(ed), Contending with Hitler. 



sophisticated understanding of the nature and concept of resistance. but have gone far to 

enrich our knowledge of conformity and complicity. The work of the massive 'Bï~yern- 

Projekr' heüded by Martin ~roszat'~, dong with the groundbreüking works of Ian 

Kershaw and Detlev Peukert, set the standard for current reseuch and paved the wüy to 

broadening historical understanding of the complex choices faced by the average German 

in the society of the Third Reich. More recently the works of Omer Büctov and 

Christopher Browning have led us to ü greater understanding of the complicity of the men 

involved in killing squüds. as well as members of the umy.  The works of Claudia 

Koonz illumintited for the îïrst tirne the role of women in the Nazi state and their 

involvement in Nazi eugenics and sterilizütion practices. Finülly, recent work on the 

Gestapo. pürticulürly that of Robert Gellately, revealed thai Hitler's dictatorship was 

dependent on information thüt wüs volunteered or otherwise solicited frorn the population 

üt large.'"n müny cases these newer works have moved away from trying to establish 

black and white understanding of reality and have instead üttempted to integrate both 

"M. Broszat. et al (rds), Bïcyem iri der NS-Li t  (Munich: Oldenbourg. 1977- 
1983). 

"For example: Iün Kershaw, Popitlar Opinion and Political Dissent; Iün 

Kershüw, The 'Hitler W t h ' :  Image ïtnd Rrulity in the Tliird Reich (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press. 1987); Peuken. Inside N<rzi Germany; Christopher Browning. Ordinnry Men: 
Reserve Police Buttalion 101 m d  the Finol Solution in Poland (New York: Harper 
Collins, 1992); Omer Bartov, The Eastern Front, f 941 -1 945, Gennnn Troops and the 
Brrrbnrisarioti of Wa@we(New York: Si. Mutin's Press. 1986); Claudia Kwnz. Mothers 
in the Fd~er lund:  Women, the Fumily und Nazi Politics (New York: St. Mutin's Press, 
1987); Robert Gellately. "Surveillance and Disobedience: Aspects of Political Policing of 
Nazi Germany," in (eds) Nicosia and Stokes, Gennans againsr Nazism; Robert Gellately, 
The Gestapo and German Society: Enforcing Rucial Policy 1 933- 1945 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1990); Klaus-Michael Mallmann and Gerhétrd Paul, "Omniscient, 
Omnipotent, Omnipresent? Gestapo, society and resistance." in David Crew (ed), Nazism 
ïrnd Gennun Society, 1933- 1945 (New York: Routiedge, 1994). 166- 196. 



aspects of dissidence and collaboration, leading to a more realistic picture of the society 

of the Third Reich. 

One of the most recent developrnents which has influenced the histonography of 

resistünce to the Third Reich wüs the publication in 1996 of a very controversial work by 

H;irviird schnliir Daniel 3 .  ~ o l d h a g e n . ' ~  By looking üt the complicity of ordina- 

Germüns through their antisemitic attitudes and participation in killing squads, 

Goldhagen once agüin raised the issue of collective German guilt. This book unleüshed ü 

storm of controversy and precipitüted the publication of many ürticles and books 

üddressing his thesis, müny of them highly critical?' If anything. this book stimulated 

anew historians' interest in the opinions and attitudes of the averige German, particulürly 

with regard to the Final Solution. 

Definitions of the terms 'resistance' and 'opinion' are necessüry before any 

discussion of ihese issues can proceed. It hüs ken said thüt perhaps one of the most 

difficult problems confronting students of German resistance is the definition of their 

subject. Fifty yeürs ago this wüs clearly detïned üs the actions of highly motivated 

political activists who intended to overthrow the regime, the 20 July 1944 conspiracy 

king the most obvious example. However, as the years passed and historians applied 

new methodologies to the study of resistance, the definition itself has fractured, creüting ü 

debüte among historims which virtually constitutes n historiognphy in and of itself. An 

"~üniel  J. Goldhagen. Hitler's Willing Erecutionrrs: Ordinary Gernians and the 
Holocuust (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1996). 

"For a selection of responses to this controversy see, Robert R. S handley (ed). 
Univilling Genn~ns? The Goldhagen Debate (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1998. 
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early and very broad definition of rcsistance was put forwürd by historian H.A. Jacobsen: 

"the concept of resistance must comprise al1 thüt was done despite the terror of the Third 

Reich, despite the suffering and martyrdom, for the sake of humünity, for the aid of the 

pcrsccuted. And the word resistance in some cases üpplies, too, to certain forms of 

st;inding nsidr in a il en ce."'^ Jncohsen's de fi nit ion saw resistance as anything ai al I which 

showed that the Germün people wanted to dissociüte themselves from the crimes that 

were being committed by the regime regardlrss of whether the action wüs directly 

subversive. Another broüd approach was taken by Mutin Broszat of the 'Bqwn- 

Projekt w hich defined resistance as. "every form of active or passive behüviour which 

üllows recognition of the rejection of the National Socidist regime or of a piutial iuea of 

National Socidist ideology and wus bound up with certain risks."" Broszat tended to 

stress what was verifiüble, that is to süy, whüt was accomplished and not just what was 

desired or intended. As such he acknowledges that "forms of resistance. often ncglected 

in traditional histories of Widerstwtd, in fact were types of subversion more capable of 

undermining the totalitariün dictatorship than efforts at fundamental oppo~ition."~~ 

Other historians have ürgued that the meaning of resistance will become diluted if 

every dissenting thought and deed is clûssified as resistünce, and that there is a need for 

categorization. German historian Detlev Peukert developed a set of concepts. which he 

expressed in graph form, ranging from nonconformist behaviour to refusais. protest and 

"fi. A. Jacobsen (ed). Gemans Against Hitler. July 20, 1944 (Wiesbaden: 
Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung. 1969). 1 1. 

'OQuoted in Kenhaw, Popular Opinion and Political Dissent, note 7 ,  3 .  
 artin in Broszat, "A Social and Historical Typology of the German Opposition to 

Hitler" in (ed) D. Large, Contending With Hitler. 25-33, 30. 
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finally resistance. detïned as "those forms of behaviour which were rejections of the Nazi 

regime as a whole and were attempts. varying with the opportunities available io the 

individuals concerned, to help bring about the regime's overthrow."" Because of his 

concern with everydüy life, Peuken took into consideration the fact that the average 

Orrmun woiild not hiive k e n  in i l  position to piirticipatc in ii conspiwcy. Along s i m i l i ~ r  

lines, although hc makes no particulÿr reference to opportunity, British historian Ian 

Kershaw suggests that the terni resistünce should be restricted to "organizcd üttempts to 

work ügainst the regirne with the conscious aim of undermining it." He further 

subdivides the concept to include opposition. which is defined as "many forms of action 

with partial aims. not directed ügainst Nazism as a system and in hct sometimes 

stemming from individuals or groups broadly sympathetic towards the regime and its 

ideology." In addition, he identifies the separate idea of dissent as "the voicing of 

attitudes frequently spontaneous and often unrelated to any intended action. which in üny 

way whatsoever ran counter to or were critical of Nazism." According to this scheme. 

'dissent' could become 'opposition'. but did not necessuily do s o ? F o r  the purposes of 

this study, Kershüw's definition of dissent will be adopted as k i n g  most üpproprirte for 

the situation which existed in Rottenburg. With some exceptions, the type of opinion 

which existed in this community was expressed spontaneously and certainly without any 

relation to action intended to work against or overthrow the regime. 

The concept of public or 'populu' opinion presents nearly as many problems as 

"Peukert, I n d e  Nazi Gencuiy, 84. 
'%ershaw. Popular Opinion and Political Dissent, 2-4. 



that of resistance. When studying past public opinion many cmciül questions need to be 

considered: What is 'public opinion'? Can contemporary researchers study past public 

opinion'? Whst degree of consiraint makes it impossible for public opinion to be 

genuinely independent?" Among those who study public opinion there is little consensus 

wiih regard to its definition. in füct ii is a concept which hiis provoked dehiite for about 

two hundred yeürs. It hüs been defined more narrowly as referring to "the shared 

opinions and attitudes of large groups of people (sornetimes called "publics") who have 

pürticulür characteristics in cornmon." or very broadly as "the study of collections of 

individual opinions wherever they may be found."" If there is no clear definition with 

respect to public opinion in a present day democrücy, then there are obviously far grerter 

problems in relation to its nature in a püst üuthoritürian regime. As previously stüted. 

sorne scholürs have iirgued that it is futile to explore this topic in reference to 

dictütorships. either because public opinion did not exist or because it was manipulüted to 

the point where it had no independent existence. Marlis Steinert wns one of the first 

historiüns to explore these questions with regard to the Third Reich in her work Hitler's 

Wu- ouid the Gcr~nrrns. Steinert not only concluded that independent opinion existed 

within the Third Reich. but thüt "indications and communications conceming the public 

mood were also collected from the most vuied organizations and institutions and 

'"For r more thorough discussion of the methodical issues involved in studying 
past public opinion sec Lee Benson. "An Approach to the Scientific Study of Past Public 
Opinion." Public Opinion Qutirterly, 3 1 ( 1967-68), 522-67; Robert A. Kmn, "Public 
Opinion Research: a Contribution to Historical Method," Political Science Quurterly. 
73( 1958). 374-396. 

'5Stuari Oskamp. Anitiîdes und Opinions, 2nd ed (Toronto: Prentice Hall, 199 1), 
16-17. 
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transmitted through nurnerous chünnels."" Thus, not only did the Nuis have many 

meüns of collecting opinion. but much of it has survived and, as Steinert States, these 

archiva1 müteriüls are "more vüst and informative than are usually availüble to the 

historian of other periods and subjects."" So if in fact we accept the suggestion that 

independent opinion did exist in the Third Reich. and thnt i t  i s  possihle to stiidy i t  through 

vürious preserved sources. only the problem of definition remüins. Steinert made use of 

the 'terminology of the period in question* with the duül concept of 'mood and attitude* 

(Sti)wiiei,q ltnd Hdfu>ig), stüting that "it hüs the advantage of incorporüting both the 

rmotionül. spontaneous. often short-lived opinion and the Iüsting frame of mind 

determined by character, cducütion. and experience, representing the actud stÿrting point 

of al1 assessmrnts and expressions of ~pinions."~" ian Kershüw dso discusses opinion in 

the Third Reich. clilling it "an inchoate ground-swell of sponianeous. unorchestrüted 

attitudes beneath the surface of the apparently monolithic unity, which was the regime's 

propügated image." He goes on to suggest that these "unquantifiable. often unspecific. 

diffuse. and ill-coordinated" attitudes and responses "held by large if indeterminate 

sections of society even though not normally publicly articulüted" would be best 

described as 'populür opinion.'' Incorporating the idea of spontüneity which appeius in 

hoth descriptions, dong with Steinert's concept of 'the Iüsting frame of mind determined 

by chürücter, education, and experience', ü combination of these two definitions will be 

'%teinert. 2. 
"steinen. 2. 
"Steinert. 5-6. 
j9Ken haw . Populm Opinion and Political Dissent. 4. 



used to describe what will be called 'popular opinion' for the purposes of this study. 

Obviously under an ideologicül dictatorship and terroristic police stüte one cmnot 

rxpect to find ample evidence of open 'first-hand' comments adverse to the regime. 

Thus. studies of opinion during the Third Reich rnust rely for the most part on 'reported' 

opinion. Because of the repression and feu involved. most people kept their opinions to 

themselves. so in al1 likelihood the reported opinion which wüs hostile to the regime was 

merely 'the tip of the iceberg'. Nevertheless we have to face the fact there is no 

possibility of quüntitïcütion of opinion and thüt "popular attitudes towards Nazism can 

only be reconstructed irnpressionisticülly"+ and thüt conclusions "must remüin. for the 

most pan. tentative and suggestive."") If the existing documents are used in a criticd 

rnanner. however, they can provide insight into populw opinion and dissent even if it is 

retlected through the distort ing rnirror of the records themselves. 

The two main types of source material which üre generally used for investigations 

of this nature are the confidentiül reports on opinion and morale compiled by agencies of 

the regime (Party. State. Police, Justice. SD etc)'" and the Sopüde reports published by the 

German Social Dernocratic Party in exile.'' The Lugebericiitr (situation repons) and the 

Sti~tit~trrn~sbericitte (reports on the public rnood) submitted by the Nazi authorities 

themselves ;ire, despite a number of problems, a very significant source. One of the main 

40 Kenhaw. Popidar Opinion rrnd Politicrd Dissent, 5-6. 
JI For an assessrnent of these types of sources see Kershaw, Popular Opinion and 

Politicd Dissent, 6- 10; Steinert, 14- 18; Bankier, 4- 13; Unger. 'The Public Opinion 
Reports of the Nui  Party." 

J'Soziddemokratische Partie Deutschlands. Deutschland- Berichte. Prague, Paris: 
SOPADE, 1935- 1940. 
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problems with these sources is their uneven survival, some ueas being better covered 

than others. In addition. there is the obvious problem of subjectivity and biüs of the 

report compilers. Although müny of these reports generülly imply confonnity and 

support for the regime. they can frequently be cross checked to assess reliability: SD 

reports teiided to rnirror the ups and downs of populÿr feeling more plausibly. In üny case 

i t  is wrong to dismiss reports which Iack cold objectivity, as they can still tell us ü great 

deal about the society they are depicting. For the most put the Sopade reports 

complement and corroborate the findings in the N u i  documents, but ihey necessürily 

tend to stress opposition and rejection of the regime. Nevertheless. they have been cülled 

"a niost nuanced üssessment of the patterns of populÿr opinion in the Third Reich."" 

Other possible sources include newspüpers. lrtters by ünonymous writers. rnernoirs. 

church documents. contemporary eye-witness reports. proceedings of court cases and 

finally oral sources in the form of interviews with those who lived through the Third 

Reich. 

For this study of Rottenburg a vüriety of these sources hus k e n  used in order to 

iichieve a well-rounded picture of not only what happened in this town between 1933 and 

1938. but also of how the town's inhabitants responded to it. The town direciory. the 

minutes of town council meetings, the locd newspaper and regiond statistics books were 

used to creüte a portnit of the town on the eve of the Third Reich, as well as to document 

events up to 1938. The body of source material reflecting popular opinion is naturally 

impressionistic. These sources include some published compilations of documents such 

43 Kershaw, Popular Opinion and Politicul Dissent, 9. 
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as Kopf and Miller's Die Vertreibitng von Bischof Joïinnes Baptistn Sproll von 

Rorrenhurg. This and other collections of documents include letters and reports by local 

N u i  authorities and the SD, but other than the few documents which were avüilable here, 

no other major source of situation reports or SD reports was found for the town of 

Roitenburg. The same is true of the Sopade reports which usually include regional 

generalizations highlighted by local incidents; unfortunütely no such incidents were 

reported for this iown. In addition, iniscellüneous files on the politicül reliability of 

persons. victirns of National Socialisrn and personal files regarding individuüls in the 

commun i ty were found in the Stcuttsrirclriv Siptiririgrn and the Stdtarckiv Rotteri bitrg. 

The only full  length memoir which was used seleciively was that of a town resident 

written about his boyhood during the Third Reich? These sources were examined with 

an awareness of the biiises inherent in each and the best attempts were made to cross 

check between various sources wherever possible. 

Methodologicülly, perhaps the most problematic source was ü series of interviews 

with local residents.15 Until recently oral history was noi very highly regarded in the 

study of modem German history, but in the last decade or so a valuüble body of literiture 

has been published based pürtly on oral sources. It has been primürily used by 

practitioners of Alltagsgcscliiclite in the attempt to recreate the history of everydüy life or 

*0tto Kdtenmark, Und ein Krieg dazwischeii (Berlin: Freiling, 1994). 
"Materialien des Projekts "Heimatkunden des Nationalsozialismus im Landkreis 

Tübingen" Projektgruppe des Ludwig-Uhland-instituts fur Kulturwissenschaft der 
Universitüt Tübingen-henceforth LUI- Kreisarchiv Tübingen, LUI 66-80 & 86-89. 



the history of experience." By definition an oral source is merely reponed evidence 

which is cornmunicated orülly in retrospect. Diüries and letters also fa11 into the category 

of subjective persona1 evidence. with the difference king that they are contemporary. 

These sources. as well as rnemoirs, are dl reported evidence and are subject to the sarne 

pitfalls iis oral evidence, thiis to use these other sorts of evidence while levelling criticism 

itt orül history "is. to say the least. idiosyncratic."'" Nevertheless müny historians who use 

other kinds of reponed evidence still teel würy about the use of oral evidence. Using oral 

sources has its driwbacks such as. the unreliability of memory. variation of assessrnent 

over time. influence of hindsight, oversimplification on the put  of the interviewee. 

unrepresentaiive sampling, biassed questioning on the p u t  of the interviewer and the 

dependence on using survivors and those who ügree to be interviewed.'%~king a11 the 

disüdvüntages into consideration. the positive outweighs the negative, especially in a 

study whose aim is to assess the experiences and attitudes of ordinary people for whom 

documentary evidence is usually spiuse. Furthemore, orül sources are invaluable to the 

study of life under an authoritarirn rcgime because freely expressed opinion is less likely 

to be found elsewhere and clandestine actions were surely kept secret. Oral sources also 

have the advüntüge of getting information not recorded in traditional documents. provide 

46 See Alexander von Plato, "Aspects of Recent Oral History in Germany." in (ed) 
Luisü Passerini. Intrrnutional Yenrbook of Oral History and Lue Stories. Vol 1: Memory 
crnd Totulituricinism. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992). 192- 1%. 

"'~nthony Seldon and Ioanna Pappworth. By Word of Mouth: Elite Oral History 
(New York: Methuen, 1983). 6. 

"For a more in-depth discussion of the criticisms of o n l  history, see: Seldon and 
Pappwonh. 16-35; also. K.Y. Ball-Kaduri, "Evidence of Witnesses. its Value and 
Limitations" Yad Vmhem Studies 3 ( 1959), 79-90. 
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a different interpretation of personalities and events. can serve as a reinforcement or 

cross-c heck for docurnentary evidence, they enrich understanding and add a colourful 

dimension to the history4' This study would have been at a great disüdvantage without 

the benefit of the life stories provided by these oral sources. 

With oll  this in minci it is impotîünt to be nwüre of the nature and purpose of the 

interviews, püniculürly since they came from an oral archive and were not conducted by 

the current reseürcher. The original interviews were done in late 1986 and eÿrly 1987 by 

students of the University of Tübingen who were working on a local history project which 

used the ideas of Allt~rgsge.sciiiclifr as guiding principles. The collection of nineteen 

interviews were ftrst tape recorded and then transcribed. They are stored in the 

Krt.ism-cliiv Tiibingen and permission must be obtüincd in order to see them as identities 

of the interviewees are to remain confidentiül. The majority of the interviews were 

individuül and a few were done in pairs and smdl groups. In total eight men and nine 

women. ranging in age from fifty-seven to ninety-three, participated in the process. Most 

of the pünicipants were adolescents or young adults during the early years of the Third 

Reich and üpproximately four were employed üdults at the time of the seizure of power. 

Ten of those intewiewed were Catholic and not surprisingly came from a conservative 

Centre Party political orientation. Only three of those interviewed were Protestants, one 

of whom came from a social democratic background. the other a communist family and 

the last claimed to have no political interest. One man admitted to having voted for the 

490n the benefits of orai history see Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Pasr 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988) and Seldon and Pappworth, 36-52. 
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NSDAP. however. neither he nor any of the other informants were convinced followers of 

the Nazis. The interviews were generülly conducted in the homes of the interviewees and 

an explanniion of the project. as well as assurance that their identities would be protected, 

were given ai the beginning of each session. The Format of the interviews was rüther 

unstnictiired and open. lnformants were instrcicted to tülk freely ahout the years of the 

Third Reich and to discuss what they remembered and believed to be most important to 

thern. This wüs usually Followed up with a few questions by the interviewer for purposes 

of clürificütion. Not siirprisinply. üs found in other studies of this sort. interviewees 

tended to discuss their youih. fimily. occupational life and the personal htudships of 

wür."' Politics and city üdministrütion were topics which came up only infrequently or 

on the periphcry of persona1 topics. The demonstrations agÿinst Bishop Sproll and his 

subsequent ban from his diocese were the only topics which apprued in dl of the 

interviews. of both Catholics and Protestants. Specific observations on Sproll will be 

drült with in greater detail in chapter four. Now thüt a profile of these particular 

interviews has been estüblished. there are some specific concerns which should be 

addressed in more detüil. 

Although oril sources are an integral part of this study. these particular intervie 

are prey to some of the afore mentioned drawbacks and awrwness of these is crucial to 

analysis. Firstly, there is the question of unrepresentativeness of the sample and having 

%ee for example Ulrich Herbert, "Good Times, Bad Times: Mernories of the 
Third Reich" in Richard Bessel (ed), Life in the Third Reich. 97-1 10. Ulrich discusses 
the findings of a substantial oral history project under the direction of Lutz Niethammer: 
Life History and Social Culture in the Ruhr, 19304960. 
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relied on available witnesses who were willing to participate. All those who participated 

in the interviews were either recommended by officiais of the city or named by 

ücquaintünces. During the original interview process the students had hoped to obtain 

more names of potentiül interviewees, through a sort of 'snowball effect' by üsking those 

who were already being interviewed. This did not happen however. due to the fact that 

the city's people were reluctant to name other individuals. In addition. despite the hct 

the identities were being kept confidentiül. severdl informünts decided not to participate 

üfter hüving already agreed to do so." One interviewec mentioned that his wife would 

not do an interview becüuse she found it too prinful to talk about and she preferred to 

forget." Perhaps it wüs feu or müybe it was merely a desire to forget, whatever the 

cause. the project group ended up with a limited selection of participants from the city. In 

terms of sheer numbers this is not a problem. however the majority of the participants 

wcre strict conservaiive Cüiholics coming from ii Centre Party background, thus it was 

müinly a 'Ciitholic opinion* which wüs expressed. Considering the overwhelming 

majority of ihc population at the time wrs Cütholic. this group's opinion is significant. 

but it is important to recognize the potential biüs. The viewpoint of the Protestants and 

other political groups wüs minimal by cornpaison, however it rdds some essential 

insights and should not be ignored. Secondly, the fact that the interviews were done by 

others could be seen as a potentid source of difficulty. The interviews, however. were 

not done by native Rottcnburgers and they had no interest in perpetuating locd myths. 

5 1 ~ ~ ~  107. Zwischenbericht über den Stand der Forschung. 
"LUI 89, Kneipeninterview "Zu Eintracht*' 10.02.1987. 
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Moreover. it is likely that the interviewees were more cündid with a native German than 

they would have been with o foreigner. especiÿlly when dealing with such a sensitive 

topic. Finding potentiül interviewees could have been an insurnountable task for this 

researcher. thus the existence of the oral archive proved invüluüble. Unreliability of 

memov is a major concem for anyone usine oral sources. The overall impression one 

eets from these interviews is that the participants discussed what was important to them 
C 

üt the time and ris such hüs made ü distinct impression on their memories. Although they 

müy not know the exact dates of politicül events. they seem certain of the relative 

chronology of the events of their own lives. As Paul Thompson put i t  "most people are 

less intrrested in cülendu yeürs than themselves, and do not arrange their memories with 

dates üs rnürker~."~' Furthemore, most interviewees readily admitted when they did not 

rcmcmber dates. nümes or events. The oral sources used for this study were assessed 

with al1 these cautions in mind and in some cases descriptions of events corroborüted the 

narrative provided by the SD reports and thüt of other personal recollections. 

This thesis is organized into three main chüpters. followed by s conclusion. 

Chapter two provides a profile of both the region and the town on the evc of the Third 

Reich. including s brief hisiorical development dong with an assessrnent of soci- 

econoinic, denorninational and politicrl structures. This chapter suggests that it was the 

town's Catholic chmcter which inhibited the rise of Nazism. Chapters three and four will 

üddress the specific topics of popular opinion and dissent while discussing the major 

events which impacted the town during of the period 1933 to 1938. The third chapter 

s~hompson.  The Voice of the Pust, 135- 136. 
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begins with response to the seizure of power and the major subsequent devrlopments 

under the strengthening of Nazi rule within the city. Chapter four deüls strictly with the 

Church-Stüte confiict and how this directly impacted the town's inhabitants. Piuzicular 

t'ocus is plüced on discussion of Bishop Sproll. the demonstntions iigÿinst hirn and the 

reiict ion of the town'ç C M  ho1 ic popill;iiion. 

This study will suggesi thüt although the inhabitants of Rottenburg for the most 

part did not have ü füvourable opinion of the regime. they chose not to speiik or act out, 

but took insteüd the püth of üccommodation or indifference like the majority of citizens in 

the rest of the Reich. It wüs only when the Nazis made serious threüts against their 

Catholic fiiith and the traditional way of life associüted with thüt. thüt the Rottenburgers 

dissented and even performed ücts of open opposition. 
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Chapter 2: 

A Typical Swabian Town? 

Throughout the history of the Weimar Republic. the former Oberamtsstadt 

Rottenburg remüined what it had been for much of its previous history-a small Swabian 

town shüped by its medieval heritage and relatively untouched by industry. Located on 

the river Neckar, about 100 kilometres from its source in the southwest corner of 

Germany, and about twelve kilometres from the university city of Tübingen. Rottenburg 

wüs a small city of less than 8 000 people which was both an administrative centre and 

the seüt of the Catholic dimese.' 

The city iiself was built on ancient foundations first laid by the Celts in the 7th 

century BC. Their market settlement known as Sumelocenna was followed by about 

three centuries of Roman nile which ended in 260 AD with the invasion of Germanic 

tribes. From this point, the settlement Iargely disappeared from history until the founding 

of the present city in the laie thirteenth century by the Counts of Hohenberg. The rule of 

the Hohenbergs was rather short lived. however, and ended in 138 1 with the sale of both 

the city and the county to Ausuia. During the ensuing four hundred years of Austnan 

'See appendices A and B. pages 121-122, for the location of Württemberg and the 
county of Rottenburg. 
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rule. the city enjoyed a prominent position as the administrative centre for the county of 

Hohenberg, but ülso endured much tragedy and tumult. During the sixteenth century. the 

city suffered through witch trials and the plague, only to be decimated and plundered by 

Swedish troops during the Thirty Years War. This devastation. dong with three great 

fires in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, left the city's smal! population in a state 

of poverty until the end of Austrian rule. 

The city underwent substantiül changes after the PreJburger peace of 1805 which 

made the city a part of the kingdom of Württemberg. It wüs in the initial years of this rule 

thüt the two institutions which would charücterize the further development of Rottenburg 

into the twentieth century were established. In 18 17 Wüntemberg was divided into 

counties and Rottenburg once agüin regained its position as the centre of county 

administration. Its administrative duties wrre enlarged when the city becüme the seat of 

the diocese serving Wüntemberg in 182 1.  Funher developments over the course of the 

nineteenth century included enhancement of the infrastructure of the city. The founding 

of ü postal station, ü city newspaper, a telegrüph station, ü triin station, a sewage system 

and the first Iwge factory. served to modemize Rottenburg for the fint time. However, 

by the end of the First World War, Rottenburg was like many other Swabian towns: 

situüted in ün ügrarian district, showing few signs of industrialization, and still largely 

charücterized by its medieval heritage. The soldiers returning from the war found the city 

in much the sarne state in which they had left k2 

'Sources for Rottenburg city history include: Dieter Manz. Kleine Rottenburger 
Shdtgeschichte (Rottenburg a.N.: Rottenburger Druckerei, 1988) and Rottenburg am 
Neckac Bilder einrr Stadt (Anion H. Konrad, 1974); Kxlb inz  Geppert (ed), 



The main put of the city at thüt time still fell within the boundaries of the old 

medievd town which wüs partly surrounded by its walls and few remaining towers. The 

centre of the city, to the north of the river, was dominated by the luge marketplace on 

which stoocl both the city hall and the Cathedrül. Leading off the marketplace was the 

Iiirgest sireei of the old city, Kfitiigstrq3e. a wide business street filled with shops. Also 

dominating this side of the river were the immense Bishop's palace and the seminary 

located in the impressive former edi fice of the Cürmelite cloister near the bünks of the 

river. To the right of the river Iay the part of they city known as Ehingen. where both the 

city's only Protestant church and the more recently xquired train station hüd bcen 

erected.' (See city maps, appendices C and D. pages 123- 124) 

Within the wülls on both sides of the river were winding alleys and a m u e  of old 

red roofed houses where the majority of the inhabitants resided well into the twentieth 

century. While many other cities in Württemberg hüd as much as doubled their 

population in the laie nineteenth century, Rottenburg hüd seen only a 24% increüse 

between 187 1 and 19 10. reaching a total population of merely 7 654 in 1933.~ Some 

settlement had taken place outside the walls during the nineteenth century, but it was 

Jiiliresbericlrt 1995 der Gropen KreisstaL Rottenburg am Neckar (Rottenburger 
Druckerei. 1996). 9- 10; Tilman Hausser, et al. Die Bevolkerungsentwicklung der Stadt 
Rottenburg a.N. von 1764 bis 1990 (n.d.), 2-6; Der kindkreis Tübingen: Amtliche 
Kreisbeschreibung, Band III (Stuttgart: Kohlhmmer, 1974). esp. 32 1-444; "Überblick 
über die Geschichte Rottenburgs." in E h  wohnerbucli fiir Stadt und Kreis Rottenburg a.N. 
Ausgnbe 1938139 (Rottenburger Druckeni), VU-XII; Martin Ulmer. Aufstieg und 
Hrrrschafi <les Nationalsozialismus in Rottenburg 191 9- 1938 (Zulassungsarbeit, 1967). 
7-8. 

'Kreisbes~hreibun~, Band III. 422-424; Ulmer, 7-8. 
'Hausser et al, 3-6. 



concentrated on the eastem side of the city where the only major factory was also 

situated.' This Iack of immigration and settlement left a large core of 'old' inhabitants of 

the city who lived in  the houses of the city centre. which had in many cases belonged to 

iheir ünceston for generations. This common history and close living conditions gave the 

Rnttenhiirgen :i feeling of tngetherness ( ~ ~ t s t r n ~ t u n y e h i ~ r i g k ~ i t ~ v g ~ f t i ~ ~ I )  which w:is 

peculiiir to the city in the early part of the century. This close knit community feeling is 

ülso mentioned by several interviewees who attest to the füct that relations between 

Rottenburgers at the time were more like those in a village (d~fl l icl irr) .~ 

Not only were the Rottenburgers of common origin. they were dso united by 

religion. Due to strong Cütholic tradition and lack of substantial immigration. Rottenburg 

had retained its distinctive Catholic charücter into the Weimar period. According to the 

1925 census. 85.9% of the population were Catholic and only 13.7% belonged to the 

Protestant faith? This Catholic heritage had a history which began even before that of 

the city itself. In 1209 the Counts of Hohenberg had begun to build the St. Moriz church 

and later that same century land was donated for the erection of ü Cmelite cloister. The 

first threat to this tradition occurred during the time of Austrian rule, as the presence of 

converts of the Reformütion and the religious conflict which ensued is in evidence frorn 

1523 to the end of that century. Despite this. Rottenburg remained solely Catholic, with a 

'~reisbeschreibun~, Bmd üI. 120. 
6 Kreisarchiv Tübingen (KrT),Materialien des Projekts "Heimatkunden des 

Nütionalsozialisrnus irn Landkreis Tübingen" Projektgruppe des Ludwig-Uhland-instituts 
für Kulturwissenschaft der Universitiit Tübingen, LUI 70 interview with Herr and Fnu H 
and Frau V. 28.08.86 and LUI 7 1 Interview with Frau K. 03.09.86. 

'Der hndkreis Tübingen: Amtliche Kreisbeschreibung, Band 1 (Stuttgart: 
Kohlharnmer, l967), Tabellenanhang. 



Capuchin monastery k ing  founded in 1624 and for a time a Jesuit college existed in what 

is now the Bishop's palace. Thus, Rottenburg was a thriving and purely Catholic 

community until it became part of the kingdorn of Württemberg in 1806 and Protestant 

soldiers and civil servants settled in the town for the first time. Both cloisters were 

promptly closed by the authorities and in 18 1 1 the Protestants were given permission to 

use the Si. Moriz church to hold their services. The Protestant population, however, grew 

rather slowly and remüined at üround only one thousand well into the twentieth century.' 

Despite the presence of the Protestants, the Catholic tradition of the city w u  funher 

strengthened in I R ?  1 when Roitenburg became the seat of the diocesc for Württemberg 

and the first Bishop wüs enthroned in 1828.' Throughout the nineteenth century and into 

the Weimar Republic, Rottenburg's Cütholics created a strong 'Catholic milieu*" into 

'For denominationül history of Rottenburg see: Kreisbesckreibung, Band m. 336- 
347: Manz. Kleine Roftenburger Siuùt Geschichte, 86-88; Manz, Bilder einer Stadt, 10- 
16; Rudolf Reinhardt, "Kirchen und Kloster am oberen Neckar," in (ed) Fninz Quiuzhal, 
Zrvi.schrn Schrvtrrzwald und Schwiibi,sciier Alb: Dus Lund am oberen Neckur 
(Sigmaringen: Jan Thorbecke. 1984). 349-372. 

This move did not happen without some disagreement. The Catholic hierarchy of 
the state felt that there were more appropriate places where the Bishop's seat could have 
ken  located, such as Rottweil or some other more Catholic area. For the most part they 
resented the govemment for choosing Rottenburg only becaiuse of its proximity to 
Stuttgart from where they could keep better control of Catholic affairs. For this 
controveny sec  Reinhardt, 367-372 and David Blackbourn, Class, Religion and Local 
Politics in Wilhelmine Genrtany: The Centre Party in Württemberg before 1914 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1 %O), 7 1. 

loOded Heilbronner describes this concept of a 'Catholic milieu' as "the patterns 
of culturai, socioeconomic, and political behavior often found among the Catholic 
inhabitants in various regions of Germany, especially the rural regions. These patterns 
bore the authoritative hallmark of the Catholic Church, the Zkntrum, and the Catholic 
unions and Vereine." Oded Heilbronner, Catholicisni, Political Culture and the 
Counrryside: A Social History of the Nazi Party in South G e m n y  (Ann Arbor: The 
University of Michigan Press, 1998). 165- 166. 
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which virtually the entire population was integrated. Being the seat of the diocese lent 

both administrative prominence and prestige to the otherwise insignificant town. The 

strong presence of the bishop, the existence of the Catholic press and participation in a 

plethora of Cüiholic associations. brought the city's population together in a way that no 

other single integrating factor could or did. This type of 'culturül hegemony' dlowed the 

city's Cütholics to essentiülly remüin the dominant group which had "the ability to 

detcrmine the local norms of behüvior, values, beliefs, and mentalities, and evcn to 

influence voring pütterns."" 

The overwhelming proportion of Cütholics within the city was distinctive in the 

Protestant dominated stüte of Württemberg. As in the Reich as a whole, the Catholics of 

Table 1: Population Distribution According to Religious Affiliation (as s percentage 
of total ~onulation) 

. 

Denomination 

Catholic 

Protestant 

Source: Wiirttembergische Grmr inde und Bezirksstatistik. W ürttembergischen 

w 

Jewish 

Other 

Totd population 

Statistischen Landesarnt (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1935) and Amtliche Kreisbeschreibung. 
Band 1. 

Rottenburg 

85.9 

13.7 

' ' Heil bronner, Cutholicism, Polifical Culture and the Countryside, 166. 
"Population differs from previously given figures because data on denominational 

structure of the city was taken from the 1925 census, Kreisbeschreibung, Band LU, 
Tabellenanhang . 

n/a 

da 

7652" 

Oberamt 

58.4 

4 1.3 

Württemberg 

31.1 

67.2 

0.04 

0.2 

29 706 

0.4 

1.3 

2 696 324 



Wüntemberg constituted ü minority of approximately one third of the population and 

lived in clearly defined areas within the staie. The most substantial group were situated 

in Oberschwaben in the lower southeastern part of the state. south of the Danube. Two 

srniiller pockets of Cüiholics were locüted in the Jagstkreis in the uea of Ellwangen, 

Aülen and Gmünd and in the Schwarzwaldkreis üround Spaichinpn. Rottweil and 

~ottenburg." The Oberanri of Rottenburg was situated in a relatively Protestant area, for 

the most part surrounded by predominantly non-Crtholic districts." As Table 1 

dernonstrates, even the Oberrimt of which Rottenburg was the administrative seat, had a 

substüntiülly lower Catholic population than the city iiself. The distinctly Catholic 

chüracter of the city would Iüter be the most important factor in determining political 

üllegiances and particuliirly in shaping the relationship with the National Sociülist regime. 

In terms of economic development. Rottenburg mirrored to a great extent the 

situation in Württemberg as whole during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century Württemberg was a relütively poor state 

comprised of villages and small towns, the only large city king Stuttgart. As a whole, 

the state remained economicdly bückward and overwhelmingly agricultural until the 

middle of the century. This backwardness was partially the result of the stûte's natural 

and geogrüphical disadvantages. Württemberg lac ked mineral deposits and, excluding the 

Neckar, al1 rivers were unnüvigable. In addition, the state was handicapped by its 

position on the fringes of the German trade area, with only a small number of roads 

13~lackboum, 61-62 and 242. 
'?homas Sc hnabel (ed), Die Machtergreifung in Siidwestdeutschlund (Stuttgart : 

W. Kohlhammer, 1982), 3 17. 



linking it io the more prosperous Büden in the west.15 Even after industrialization began. 

small to rniddle sized family farms dominated. There were dso a great number of 

holdings of less than two hectares which supplernented the wages of industrial workers or 

craftsmen. Paniculiirly characteristic of Württemberg were numerous industries which 

employed a srnall nurnber of highly skilled workers and produced high quality p o d s  such 

iis musical and surgicül instruments, clocks. gold and silverware and leüther or Cotton 

goods.'' Between 1870 and 1914 industrial production, particuiarly in  the machine and 

text iie industries, had greütly incrcased and the population had almost doubled. Despite 

ihis incrense. production was mostly centred on the Neckar River Valley frorn Reutlingen 

to Stuttgart. downstream in Heilbronn and in the Black Forest and therefore did little to 

alter the foundations of the social structure of the stüte." The characteristic small craft 

production and the importance of independent artisans led to a tendency of 

decenirülization within the state. allowing it to remain rather agriculturil and rural past 

the turn of the century. In fact, as Iate as 19 10, about one half of the population lived in 

cornmunities of less thün two thousand inhabitants.'" 

Agriculture wüs one of the most important factors in  the economic development 

"For further discussion of the causes of late industrialization in Württemberg see 
Blackbourn. 62-67. who also discusses the pÿrticular problems facing the Catholics of the 
state; and Thomas Schnabel, "'Warum geht es in Schwaben besser?' Württemberg in der 
Wekw irt schaftkrise 1928- 1 933 ," in (ed) Schnabel. Machtergreifung, 1 84-2 1 8. 

'%mes Clark Hunt, The People's Plirty in Württemberg and Southeni G e m n y ,  
1890-I 914 (Stuttgart: Ernst Klett. 1975). 2 1; Blrkboum. 63. 

I7Hunt. 2 1 ; Blackboum. 79. Eberhard Gonner and Günther Haselier (eds) Badun- 
Wiirttrrnberg: Gesclrichte seiner Lünder und Territorien (WUrzburg: Ploetz, 1975). 86. 
94,98-99. 

"Hunt, 2 1. 



of Rottenburg. When it became part of Württemberg it was an impoverished city. but in 

the mid-nineteenth century the cultivütion of hops brought the city to übove average 

levels of prosperity which Iüsted until the end of the century." Unfortunately. this 

concentration on ügriculture led the city to develop extremely late in tems of industry. 

Moreover. due to a lack of railroad connections before 1861 the city was in a state of 

relative geogrüphic isolation. The first major factory, the machine factory of Fouquet and 

Frauz. wüs founded only in 1873 and was lvgely ignored during the hop boom of the 

1890s. Around the turn of the century a few other small industries were founded, but 

there remained cornparatively few examples of the transition from handicrafts to middle 

industry ." 

The distinctive economic features of Rottenburg during the Weimar Republic 

were the relative predominünce of agriculture. the below average industrial production 

and a luge number of civil servants. In 1933, 12.4% of the city's population relied on 

agriculture as their sole source of livelihood and 568 people listed it as their second 

occupation. These figures are relatively high considering that it was a city (sec table U). 

Only 3 1.44 of the population of Rottenburg, as compared to 40.3% for the state, was 

dependent on industry and craft for a living, and mmy of these dependent on industry 

were müster craftsmen who practised the medieval trades passed down through 

''Hausser et al, 5; Kreisbesclireibung Band III, 35 1-355. 
"For more detail about the specific economic and industrial development of the 

city see: Kreisbeschreibung Band ilI, 360-362; Manz. Kleine Rottenburger Stadt 
Geschichtr. 106- 1 1 1 and 1 13- 1 15 and Von Eberhard Naujoks, "Die Industrialisiemng des 
oberen Neckarraurnes," in (cd) Franz Quarthal, Zwischen Schwanwald und Schwabischer 
Alb, 5 15-540. 



Table II: Total Population Distribution into Main Economic Sectors 1933 
(as a wrcentane o 

Economir Scrtor 1 Rottenburn 

Agriculture and 
Forestry 
- - -- - 

Industry and Crafts 31.4 

Trade rrnd 
Commerce 

Public & Private 
Services; Domestic 
Service 

without occupation 

Unemployed 1 12.3 
p p p  - - 

Total Population 7654 

iourte : Wiirt~ernbrrgisclle Grmein&-and Bi 

Oberamt Württember 

generations. Those who were involved in industry often possessed small agr~cultural 

properties and these so-called 'Feierabendb~~itcm' worked as farmers on nights and 

weekends in order to supplement their incorne." The predominance of agriculture in this 

area was even more pronounced when one considers the Obernmt as a whole. in which 

43.3% of the population were involved in agriculture and only 26.6% in industry. The 

rehtively large number of civil servants within the city should not be overlooked. The 

prcsence of the state prison. as well as the administration of both the diocese and 

"In the siatistics available for the state the total number of unemployed persons 
does not üppear because they were counted in the census according to what occupation 
they last held. 

22~lmer,  9-10; LUI 71 interview with Frau K. 03.09.86 and LUI 79 Interview with 
Frau G. 22.10.86. 



Obermr necessitated a proportion of civil servants which was above average for a small 

city the size of Rottenburg2-' These occupational patterns, dong with the predominant 

C~tholic character helped to shape the political tendencies of the city. 

The pürticulür denominationai structure of the city definitely influenced political 

participation during Weimar. however there were three main blocks of the voting 

population which represented the city as :, whole before the üdvent of the Nazis in 1928: 

the Cotholic Centre Party, the socialist and communist Left and a group of 'bourgeois' 

and 'interest-group' parties." Of this Iüst group, the 'liberal' DDP and DVP captured 

only a very smüll perccntage of the vote in the elections between 19 19 and 1928. They 

siagnatcd between a high of 8.8% and a low of 6.2%. in both the Reichstag and Landtag 

elections. before dropping off substantially after 1930." The scene was hürdly more 

promising at ihe level of the state where they reached a combined high of 16.7% in 1924. 

after which they fell into continual decline. The conservative DNVP made their first 

üppeürünce in Rottenburg in the 1920 Reichstag election. obtaining 2.9% of the vote. 

?3ecause the officia1 statistics grouped public, private and domestic service in to 
one cütegory, it was not possible to cite the exact number of civil servants resident in the 
city. 

'qhese parties included the ' liberal' Deutsc he Demokratische Partei (DDP) and 
the Deutsche Volkspartei (DVP); the conservütive Deutschnationale Volkspartei 
(DNVP); economic interest parties such as the Bauer-und Weingiirtner Bund (BWB) and 
the Wirtschaftspartei (WP) and splinter parties including at varying times the Christlich- 
sozialer Volksdienst. Christlich-soziale Reichspartei, Volksrechtpartei, Volkisch-sozialer 
Block, Volkisch-nationaler Block and Vaterliindischer-voIkischer Rechtsblock. These 
pürties have been grouped together because. for the most part. they were targeting 
üpproximately the same class of the electorate and their individual proportions of the vote 
are so smdl as to make it difficult to observe trends, 

5When not otherwise specified, please see Appendix E, page 125 for details 
regarding election results for both Rottenburg and Württemberg. 
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Despite a few fluctuations they stayed üt about this level for the entire tirne of the 

Republic. The DNVP fared a bit better in Württemberg as a whole where they capturcd 

14.1 % of the votes in the first national election; however. they steüdily declined 

thercafter. The main economic party, the Bauer-und Weingürtner Bund (BWB) had great 

success üt the stüte leve!. winning between 17 and 20% of the vote unti! 1928; 

Table III: Reichstag Elections In Rottenburg, 1924-1933 (in percentage) 

Cmuping 1 May 1 Dec 1924 1 May 1 Sep 193) 

1924 1 19B 

Clitholic 69.6 70.9 65.4 59.5 
(Centre) 

Source: Rorrenbitrgrr Zrititng iirid Neckar Bote, 

Jd 1932 1 Nor 1932 1 Mir 1933 

1932 and 1933. 

presumübly because of the support of farmers from the many aqicultural districts of the 

Iünd. In Rottenburg itself the BWB only once gained more than 2% of the vote and dl 

but disappeared after 1930; in a11 likelihooâ their portion of the electorate became Nazi 

voters." In both the state and the city the NSDAP clearly gained from the collapse of 

 or the city of Rottenburg al1 'participation' was calculated from the number of 
valid voies rather than the number of votes cast, as the latter number was not dways 
aviiilüble. 

"The comparatively minimal support for the BWB within the city c m  likely be 
explüined by the strong position of the Centre Party (who will discussed later) who 
responded to the sarne agnc~ltural concerns. 



these bourgeois and ecooomic interest parties." (see Table and Appendix E) 

The parties of the Left (KPD, SPD, USPD)L9 made only modest gains within the 

city, but were better at maintaining their proportion of the vote in the face of the National 

Socialist threat. The relatively low level of industry within the city was retlected in the 

voie for the Le fi. As Tahle 111 demonstrntes, these parties gained only 14.3% of the 1924 

vote. rose to a high of 2 1.9% during the Depression, and fell back to 14.1 % in 1933." 

For the most put. these proportions were about half of whüt they were for the stüte and 

wcre well below the Reich average." The results for the city show that üny votes lost by 

the SPD were usuülly gained by the KPD. especially during the crisis time of the 

Depression. In hct, there wüs a virtuül reversal of votes between the two parties from the 

1928 election to that of 1930. On the whole, the Left proved more resistant to the pull of 

Nüzism than any other group except the Catholic Centre Party. 

The Catholic Centre Party wüs formed on a national level in 1870 and came into 

''AH election statistics for Rottenburg are taken from the Rottenburger Zeitung 
und N e k i r  Bote and those for Württemberg are taken from Schnabel. MuclztergrriJung, 
3 12-3 13. 

2YKommunistische Putei Deutschlands (KPD), the Geman Communist Party; 
Sozialdernokratische Partei Deutschlands (SPD), the Geman Social Democratic Party; 
UnübhLgige Sozialdernokratische Partei Deutschlands (USPD), the independent left 
wing of the SPD, which ceased to exist after 1922. 

JUIt should be noted however, that the election of 1933 is not an entirely accurate 
indication of support for the Left. as its adherents were under extreme pressure and 
subject to the political violence of the NSDAP. On the struggle of the Left see Eve 
Rosenhaft. Beating the Fascists? The Gcrman Communists and Political Violence 1929- 
1933 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983) and Donna Harsch, Gennan Social 
Democrncy tind the Rise of Nazism (Chape1 Hill: University of North Cmlina Press, 
1993). 

"For W Üntemberg results see, Schnabel. Machtergreifïing, 3 12-3 13; for Reich 
resu lts see Richard Hamilton, Wlio Voted for Hitler? (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1982). 476. 



existence on a local level in Württernberg in 1894. The prime motivation of the Centre 

was to respond to pressing economic and social concerns on the part of the Catholic 

eiectorütc." Despite the minority of Catholics within the state, the puty managed to 

capture ülmost 20% of the vote in Württemberg in every election until the end of 1932 

and formed a part of every coalition within the Landtag until the seizure of power.'% 

Rottenburg. as in many other Catholic towns. the Centre Party claimed the overwhelming 

müjority of the votes and remüined the strongest bulwark against National Socialism."l 

Briween 1919 and 1928 they consistently won üt least 65% of the voies, their highest 

percentage being reached in 1920 and 1924, with 7 1 %. Although the Centre stayed 

relütively stable in krms of actual number of voters. they begrn to lose out in proportion 

of votes beginning in 1930. Despite this downward trend. the Centre still won an 

absolute majority of 56.9% in 1933? 

In bot h Rottenburg and ai the state level, the National Socialists made no 

signiticiint gains before 1930. Nazi support wüs fint apparent in Rottenburg in 1928, 

where tliey won a meüsly 0.7% in the Reichstag election and an even more dismal 0.3% 

"For more information on the formation and role of the Centre Party as well as 
the specific Catholic concems (with a strong agiculturd component) which they 
addressed, see Blackboum, Clnss, Religion <id Local Poliiics. 

 chna na bel. Mïicltiergreifitng, 3 1 2 and Gonner, Baden- Württemberg, 100- 10 1. 
'4For details and comparative statistics see, Thomas Schnabel, "Das 

Wahlverhalten der Katholiken in Württemberg 1928- 1933." Roitenburgcr Jahrbuchfiir 
KircIiengeschichte 2 ( 1983), 103- 1 14. See also Childers. The Nazi Voter. for his 
discussions of Catholic voting behaviour. 

'5 For general information on the resistance of Catholic areas to the pull of Nazism 
see, Thomas Childers, The Nazi Voter: The Social Founhtions of Fuscisrn in Germany, 
191 9-1 933 (Chape1 Hill: University of North Carolinü Press. 1983). 1 12- 1 18. 188- 191 
and 258-26 1 ; for more regionally specific exmples see Schnabel, "Das Wahlverhalten 
der Katholiken in Württemberg." 
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in the Landtüg election that sarne month. In Württemberg as a whole, the Nazis had made 

iheir first minor gains in May 1924. but then sank to less thün half their former strength 

by the time of the Lndtag elections of 1928 (see Table IV). Presumübly their 

Table IV: NSDAP Proportion of Total Vote in Reichstag and Württemberg Landtag 
Elections, 19244933 (in percent) 

Eiection Rottenburg Württemberg Germany 

RT May 1924 - 4.2j6 6.5 

RT May 1928 1 0.7 1 2.0 1 2.6 

LT May 1928 0.3 1.8 

RT Sept 1930 6.8 9.4 18.3 

LT Apr 1932 

I I RT Jul 1932 1 15.9 30.5 37.3 

RT Nov 1932 1 13.5 1 26.5 1 33.1 

RT Mar 1933 1 24.0 1 42.0 1 43.9 

Source: Rottenburger Zeitctng und Neck<ir Bote. Schnabel. Machtergmifung. 3 12-3 13 and 
Hamilton. Wlzo Votedfor Hitler?. 476. 

initial success was largely due to protest votes in response to econornic conditions, as 

demonstrated by their drop off during the elections held during more stable econornic 

conditions of late 1924 and 1928." 

The September 1930 election has been seen as particularly significant on the 

"In the May 1924 Reichstag t hey ran as the Deutsche- Vdkische Freiheitspurtei. 
" Nazi party was not actudly reconstituted in Württemberg until 1925. May 1924 

Landtag they ran as Volkisch-Sozialer Block. (Schnabel. Machtergreijhg. 50). 
i u H ~ i l t o n ,  48 1; Kershaw, Popular Opinion and Political Dissent. 23. 



Reich level. as support for the Niizis jumped from 2.6% to 1 8.3%.39 To a fair lesser extent 

the NSDAP also made their first electord gains in Württemberg and in Rottenburg at this 

time. At the state level they won only half as many votes as in the Reich and in the city 

itself they rose to only 6.8%. Though in the following elections the National Socidists 

certiiinly miide giiins in hoth the sinte oiid in Rottenhiirg, as Tahle IV demonstrnres, they 

alwüys stayed below the Reich averüge. in some cases significnntly 

SO. 

Why this Iack of üppeal in Württemberg? It has k e n  postulated that a 

combination of economic and political factors worked to diminish support for the Nazis 

üt the stüte level. The Depression affected Württemberg as a whole to a far lesser extent 

than the Reich or even neighbouring Baden. Peculiÿnties of its econornic development 

worked to shield the state from the crisis (ai least until the end of 1932). and in many 

cases the number of unemployed per one thousand persons was less than half of what it 

wüs for the Reich." Furthemore, the NSDAP in Württemberg was weükly organized, 

plagued by intemal personal disputes and troubled by financial problems. This resulted in 

diffïculty recruiting pmy members and mustering the support of the voters." Taking into 

consideration the relative weakness of the NSDAP within the state context, combined 

with the already demonstrated strength of political Catholicism in Rottenburg, it does not 

'9Hamilton, 476. 
"For reasons why Wüntemberg fared better during the Depression see, Schnabel. 

"'Warum geht es in Schwaben besser?,"' esp. 208-209; for unemployment statistics see 
Schnübel, Maclrtergreifung, 323-325. 

"For the history and problems of the NSDAP in Württemberg see, Thomas 
Schnabel, "Die NSDAP in Wiirttemberg 1928-1933: Die Schwache einer regionalen 
Parteiorganisation," in Schnabel (ed), Machtergrei/ung, 49-8 1. 



seem surprising that National Socialism also failed to make senous inroads within the 

city electorate. 

"We conquered the city halls!" This was the cry of the NSDAP in Württemberg 

following the municipiil elections of December 193 1 in which they began to acquire 

ztroneer support and in some cases win over towns on the local level." In Rottenburg. 

they F i  from conquered, but it was the first time that they appeüred on the local scene. 

Until this time the city councillors came exclusively from the parties of the Weimar 

coalition (SPD. DDP and Centre Party) and from the Biirgrrvereinigiîng, a coalition of 

the middle class DNVP, DVP and BWB. Going into the election the council hüd m 

overwhelming niajority of thirteen Centre Party representütives. one from the middle 

clüss coalition. three Social Dernocrilis and one rnember of the DDP.'"n this election of 

December 193 1. the former DDP councillor ran as a representative for a group cdled the 

'Urhrrpcirrriiiclte Wiihfentereinigiing' and won a seat on the city council."" Although 

they did not run under the name NSDAP. this group was in fact representing the Nazis 

and the locül Rottenburger k i t i m g  acknowledged that this election had been a certain 

success for the National so~ialists.'~ For the first time a member of the radical Right sat 

on the city council. Together with worsening economic conditions. this development may 

have influenced the presidential elections early the next year. 

In 1932 five major elections occurred, beginning with the presidential elections of 

12For details see. Schnabel, "Die NSDAP in Württemberg." 63-64. 
'"~rmeinderatsprotokoll, Rottenburg a.N., Band 60 ( 192% 193 1). 2. 
uRottenburger Zeitwg u ~ d  Neckar Bote. Extrablatt (08.12.193 1 ) 
45 Rottenburger ZPitung (09.12.193 1). For more details on the candidates of this 

election and its outcome see Ulmer, 20-2 1. 
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March and April. In Rottenburg. not surprisingly. Hindenburg (who was backed by the 

SPD. Centre, DVP and DDP) won the ovenvhelrning majority of the votes in both 

elections (see Table V). More alarming, however, wûs the fact that Hitler won 14.18 in 

Table V: Presidential Ebctions-Rottenburg (in percentage) 

the Much election, a 10% increüse over the 1930 election. It was in the second 

prcsidential election ihat Hitler received the highesi proportion of the vote that the 

NSDAP would ever achieve in Rottenburg before 1933. 

The Lündtag election that same month and the Reichstag elections later that year 

saw fewer gains for the NSDAP in the city. but provoked the hostility of the populace 

nonetheless. In Rottenburg. the Nuis hüd aireüdy reüched the peak of their support in the 

second presidential elect ion and declined steadil y t hroughout the year. The April h d t a g  

vote resulted in 16.8% for the National Socialists. but this fell to 13.5% by November. 

Despite the rather low Nazi vote. the hostility to the N u i  presence in Rottenburg was 

high. as is seen through an interesting incident which took place on the night of the July 

election. On this particular evening. SPD city councilor Hahn had appeared three times in 

a drunken state before the NSDAP headquarters. where 60 members of the SA from 

Tübingen had k e n  assembled for the protection of the local group, and shouted that the 
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N u i  fliig should be removed from the building? The local police chief believed that this 

action hüd endangered the peace of the city and resulted in the councilor receiving a fine. 

Nüzi gains may have produced bad feelings in Rottenburg, but they had more 

devüstating effects on the state. The April win was the most significünt because the 

N:izis. with only 26.4010. hüd won the largest proportion of the votes in the kndtag. This 

resulted in ü National Sociiilist becoming president and the former Centre Party 

government continuing as ministers until rfter the 1933 votes4' Despite this new status 

for the NSDAP. üfter an increase to 30.5% in July. the Nazi vote fell bück to 26.5% in 

November. about 7% below the Reich average. 

After Hitler was named chancellor in January 1933. the National Socialists had 

the press and the police Iürgely under their control. Thus. it is cleÿr thüt the March 

election was Car from a tiee contest. Nevertheless, the Nazis fell short of their desired 

majority winning only 43.9% of the vote nütionally. Württemberg still fell slightly short 

of the national average with 42% and in Rottenburg the NSDAP won only 24%. Though 

the percentüge of the N u i  vote wüs Par below the stüte level. it had ülmost doubled since 

November. As mentioned eürlier. müny of the Nüzi votes in eürlier elections had corne 

from the demise of the bourgeois parties and this trend was still in evidence in this 

election. In addition, the Left lost over two hundred votes. the majority of those coming 

from the KPD. Perhaps Hitler's appeal to the workers had won the Nazis some votes, 

more likely however, the violence and intimidation aimed at the Left had had some effect 

"Siadtarchiv Rottenburg am Neckar, A80 62 10 (Politische Parteien. Organe und 
Betatigung, naclt ihren Bezeichnungen) 

%onner, Baden-Württemberg, 100401. 



on voting behaviour.'ln 11 seems that the remüinder of the National Socialist vote was 

likely gained from previous non-voters rather than frorn the Centre. As Table Ki 

dernonstriates, the Catholic party had lost voten gndually, perhaps to the Left and the 

Righi, but their increase in actud number of votes in 1933 suggests that the üggressive 

N u i  campaign to win over the Catholics of the city had f~i led. '~  

The continued support of the Centre Party in the füce of growing N u i  strength 

was not <i phenornenon unique to Rottenburg. As others have observed. the NSDAP was 

never able to undermine the solid foundütion of Cütholic support for the Centre. Thomas 

Schnÿbel. siudying the state of Württemberg as a whole, found that Cütholic districts 

mciiniüined support for the Centre Pany and that Nazi votes carne primarily frorn previous 

non- voter^.'^' Geoffrey Pridham, in his study of Bavüriü, also notes the lack of support for 

the Nazis within Catholic districts." The works of Grill and Fuis dealing with Baden, 

corroborüte these studies. ülso finding that Nazi support wiis low in ueüs of high Catholic 

concentrütion where the vote for the Centre party remained strong.'' Even the work of 

Oded Heilbronner. which is aimed ai showing the gnssroots support for the Nazis in 

small Cütholic communities of under 2 000 inhübitants, acknowledges that üt the macro 

Jn For details on the Nazi appeal to the workers in the later elections, see Childers. 
243-257. For the difficulties facing the Left see note 29 above. 

"Details of the NSDAP election carnpaign can be found in Ulmer, 28-29. 
'(Thomas Schnabel, "Das Wahlverhaiten der Katholiken in Württemberg 1928- 

1933." 
"Geoffrey Pndhüm, Hitler's Rise to Powec The Nazi Movement in Bavaria 1923 

1933 (London: Hat-Davis. MacGibbon. 1973), especially chapter 5. 
"Johnpeter Grill, The Nazi Movement in Baden. 1920-1945 (Chape1 Hill: 

University of Nonh Carolina Press, 1983); Ellsworth Faris, 'Takeoff Point for the 
National Socialist Party: The Landtag Election in Baden, 1929," in Centml European 
History (June 1975). 140- 17 1. 



level German Cütholics did not tend to support the ~ u i s . "  Thus. Catholicism 

"continued to üct as a serious impediment to the rising tide of Nazi electoral s~ccess."~" 

Whütever gains were made by the NSDAP in the March election in Rottenburg 

were cleürly superficial as is revealed by the history and mcmbenhip of the party within 

the city." The first atternpt to found a local group in Roitenhurg was actually made in 

1926 by two students from the neighbouring city of Tübingen. Two local Social 

Democrats got word that these students were planning to hold a meeting in Rottenburg to 

gain support for the founding of a group in the city and decided to meet them on the train 

plütform. Whcn the two students stepped off the train they were so badly beaten by the 

local men thüt they had to lewe on the next train? This action wüs seen as setting an 

cxample and no Iùrther attempts were made to found a local group until severül years 

5 1 Heilbronncr. Cdiolicisrn, Poliricd Culture and the Countryside iuid Oded 
Heilbronner and Deilef Mühlberger. 'The Achilles Heel of German Catholicism: 'Who 
Voted for Hitler'?' Revisi ted" in Eltropeun History Quurterly. 27 (2 ) .  1997. 22 1-249. 

'4Childcrs. 260. 
"Detüils of the founding of a local group in Rottenburg and their membership are 

tükcn from Ulmer, Ac@rieg und HerrscliciJt des Nutiondsoziulismus in Rottenburg 1919- 
1933 (Zulusungsürbeit, 1967). Because the author was able to do interviews with several 
individuals, including members of the former leadership of the local NSDAP group, this 
source is particululy good for illuminating details and giving facts that were not 
oihrrwise aviiilrble. It has to be used with caution however, as several methodological 
problems exist. The author himself recognized the problem of sources inherent in such a 
study (al1 files regarding membership and activities of the NSDAP in Rottenburg were 
destroyed just before the invasion of the French in 1945) and he also mentioned the issues 
üssociated with the evidence of interviews and stated that he attempted to cross check 
wherever possible. Nevertheless, footnoting is rather inadequate and in many places the 
reüder is left wondering where the information came from. As he explains in note 35. his 
method for determining party membership was to survey the local residents and then do a 
cross check with the former treasurer of the local group. He also recounts anecdotes 
about the founding of the local group which came from interviews with the former group 
leader. This source is used with these reservations in mind. 

56Ulmer, 40. 



Iüter. In 193 1, whcn party membership in the Reich was rüpidly beginning to increase. a 

local group was finülly established in R~ttenburg.~' The first leader of the group was one 

of the secretaries of the Oberum~. but due to the instigation of the Centre Party he was 

trünsferred in 1932. At this point. the fifteen man group was taken over by twenty-four 

year old Wiilter Hesse who would remnin the group leader (Ort.v~rccppen/t.iter) mil 1945. 

Under his leadership the local group mernbership grew to just over fifty members by 

Jünuüry 1933 and it was only iifter the seizure of power that membership increased more 

substüntially. In eürly spring and summer of 1933 many people. particulary civil servants. 

felt they needed to join the pürty in order protect their jobs." ~t this time the leaders of 

the local group left müny üpplications unprocessed or even rejected them because of 

suspicions of political unreliübility and the desire to restrict the membership to tme 

believers.") Clearly, the Nazis did not have either ü Iürge or strong foothold in Rottenburg 

üt the time of the Mditergreijitng. 

Despite this lack of support in Rottenburg. the Gleiclrsclialtun~ took place in 

much the same manner as it did in the rest of the ~ e i c h . ~ '  Over the course of the first 

year, the leaders and üuthorities of the city were replaced with loyal Nazis or those in the 

existing positions joined the pmy. The most conspicuous example of this w u  the 

replacement of the city's mayor by a National Socialist mayor frorn another part of the 

"For growth of Nazi party membership, as well as details on its social structure. 
see Michael H. Küter. The Nazi Party: A Sociul Profile of Members «nd Leaders 191 9- 
1945 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1983). 

"LUI 88 Interview with Herr A, 28.01.1987. 
"Ulmer. 4 1& 44. 
MFor an example of the Gleiclrschaltung in another community of approximately 

the sme size see William Sheridan Allen, The Nazi Seizure of Power. 



state." In addition, the city's clubs were amalgamated or eliminated, causing the number 

of such organizations in the city to drop from over eighty to less than fifty. There was 

dso a considerible shrinking process within the remaining clubs. For example, the 

singing club lost 150 members after k ing  taken over by the National Socidist mayor. 

Nazi ;idrninistr:itinn and nrgnnizntinns. incliiding the SA,  HI, NS- Fr(ccwtsc*hrft, Deutsc*kc 

Arbritsjro~lt, Kr(@ ditrch Freitde and NS-VolkswohlJirhrt, rapidly tïlled the güpd" The 

Rorteirbiir,iy- Nïicliricliten appeared in October 1933 as the National Socidist counterpart 

to the formerly Centre Party oriented Roftenburger Zeitung and in  1938 took over as the 

city's only official newspaper." The assault on religion reached a high point in 1936 

when the denominütional schools were dissolved and replüced with a 'Deutschc 

Volksscliulc.' and ended with the Bishop being driven out of the city in 1938. 

The Nuis themselves admitted that in the beginning few Rottenburgers hüd 

believed in the 'idea of National Sociülisrn' and that this 'Hocltbiirg des Zentrums' had 

not been easy to win over. but in 1938 they claimed that "üfter five years of work, 

Rottenburg stands as a part of the united Volk truc to its ~ührer."' To whüt extent was 

this statemeni true' How did this solid Cütholic town respond to the Nazi administration 

and the changes following the take over of power? In pünicular, how did they respond to 

"Stadtarchiv Rottenburg a.N. Gemeinderatsprotokoll, Band 6 1 ( 1932- 1933). 2 19- 
221 and 291. 

"Stüdtarchiv Rottenburg a. N. F27.6/30-3 1, F27.6135-36, F27.6138-39. 
Einwohnerbuch für Stadt und Kreis Rottenburg a.N. Ausgabe 193013 1, l935/36. 1938139. 

""Zeitungs wesen." in Krrisbeschreibung , Band 1.644-649; Ut2 Jeggle (ed), 
N<i~ionulsoziulismus im Landkreis Tübingen: Eitw Heimatkwtde (Tiibingen: Tübinger 
Chronik, 1989), 286; Ulrner, 34, 

6J"Rottenburg im Dntten Reich," in Einwohnerbuch 1938/39, V-VI. 
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the attack on  their religion and their traditional Catholic way of life? These will be the 

questions which form the buis  for examination in the following two chapters. 



Chapter 3: 

Rottenburg's Response to the 
Gleiclischaltung 

Narr, do kascht nonts mache, 
bevor do deo omguggoscht, 

bisch obe zem Metzgerstüble-. 
also bisch still, hdscht dei Gosch, 

ond machscht dos Nautwendigscht mit.' 

This original Rottenburg expression exemplified the population's basic attitude 

toward the seizure of power by the National Socialist regime. They felt that they could do 

nothing to stop the Nazis and feared for their personal well being, therefore the majority 

withdrew into the private sphere and made no outright attempts to resist. This did not 

mean total compliance, however, and the Nazis were not fully successful in their attempts 

to integrate the inhabitants into their ideal of a Volksgecneinschafr. Firmly entrenched 

ideologies and the adherence to the custornary way of life in the town served to hinder the 

Nazi ambitions and limit the extent to which indoctrination was possible. Ln the years 

following the Maclitergreifung, several exmples serve to show that the population of 

Rottenburg did not accept these changes without challenging them. that previous 

convictions and ideologies tended to win out and that the prevailing mood of the 

'"Fool, you can do nothin% before you look aroundl you are in the slaughterhousel 
so. hold your tonguel and take part in what is most important." This is an original 
Rottenburg expression which was comrnunicated by Landrat Friedrich Haugg to Ulmer, 
Aufstirg und Herrschaft des Nationalsozialismus in Rottenburg 191 9-1 938 
(Zulassungsarbeit. 1967).33. 
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inhabitants was one ranging from dissent to grudging acceptance and indifference. 

After brietly examining Nazi goals and the means by which they hoped to achieve 

them. we will retum to Rottenburg as it stood in the early part of 1933 and proceed to 

look üt how the take over of power was achieved and how the population responded to it. 

As some of the earliest victirns of Nazi terror, the reaction of the communists and 

soçialists will be considered. Moreover, the Nazis' infiltration of the town council and 

the deposition of the mayor offer reveüling examples of the durability of existing 

convictions and perhaps the naivete of the Centre party politicians. The coordination of 

existing social groups and clubs, dong with the creation of Nazi organizations formed an 

important part of the Nazi program in Rottenburg. A look at a 1934 rally organized by 

the SA. however. gives us an idea of the lack of support on the part of the Rottenburgers 

and the seeming failure of the Nazis in coordinating the social sphere of the city. Lÿstly, 

the inhübitants' attitudes towürd the Jews and meüsures taken ügÿinst them give an 

indication that in some cases mere indifference to or disapprovül of Nazi measures could 

nevertheless be fatal to the 'enemies' of the state. 

The Nazis saw their Mrichtergreifung as more than just a change of govemment. 

but rüther the beginning of ü revolution that would transform German society dong the 

lines of their racially centred ideology. Through the use of pseudo-legal manoeuvres to 

gain control of the state and its machinery. widespread use of terror and the intense use of 

propaganda, the Nazis hoped to achieve their goal of the ~olks~enteinschafl.~ Thus. their 

' For a bief  review of Nazi aims and ideology see: David Welch. "Manufocturing 
a Consensus: Nazi Propaganda and the Building of a 'Nationai 
C~mmunity,"~Contempor~ry European History. 2: 1 (1993), 1- 15 and Welch, 



central goal was "radically to restructure German society so that the prevailing class, 

religious and sectional loyalties would be replaced by a new heightened nationai 

iiwüreness."' They hoped to achieve this goal by "the obligatory assimilation within the 

state of al1 political, economic and cultural a~tivities,**~ in ü process known as 

Glciclisclitzlftmg or coordination. Pilthough propaganda presented an image of a 

successful 'national community.' recent scholarship hüs suggested that this was Far from 

the rcality.' The alleged Vollrîgerneinsclra$i failed to break down societal divisions or 

even the awareness of them. N u i  üttempts were particulürly ineffective in the fxe  of 

strong counter opinion. such as among Cütholics and industrial workers. Such was the 

case in Rottenburg, where we noted in the previous chapter that by the spring of 1933. the 

Nazis hüd friiled to win over the müjority of the population of the city. This would 

continue in Rottenburg throughout the take over of power and indeed. throughout the 

entire period of the Third Reich."e will return now to the early stages of the 

"Propagandü and indoctrinütion in the Third Reich: Success or Failure?" European 
History Qunrterly. 1 7:4 ( 1 987). 403-422; Karl D. Brac her, The Gennan Dictatordrip. 
(New York: Praeger. 1970). 202-2 10. 

'Welch. "Manufacturing a Consensus." 3. 
4 On the concept of Gleichschultung see among others, Welch. "Propaganda and 

Indoctrinütion," 409; Allen, The Nuzi Seizure of Powrr. 223. 
'For examples of this see. Welch, "Manufacturing a Consensus"; Ian Keahaw. 

"How Effective was Nazi Propaganda?" in ed. David Welch. Nazi Propaganda: The 
Powr  and the Limitations (London: Croorn Helm. 1983). 180-205 and Kershaw, 
Pupulrr Opinion and Political Dissent. 

'StAR 9980 contains a list of persons from Rottenburg who were imprisoned by 
the Nazis. the reasons why they were arrested and the dates of incarceration. Evidence 
from this list suggests that Rottenburgers continued to maintain their dissenting stance 
throughout the eniire period of the Third Reich. Reasons for arrest included: sermons 
against the Nazis; smuggling of treasonous writings; subversion of the army (zersetzung 
der Wehrkrafi); harbouring a Canadian fighter pilot; insulting the Reich propaganda 
minister; alleged high treason; uttenng disappmving cornrnents about the regime and 
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Muchrergrefiung in Rottenburg and attempt to assess the reactions of the population to 

the changes imposed by Nazi nile. 

That düy in Iate January 1933, when Hitler was narned chmcellor, seemed 

unremarkiible to most and came as a surprise to even the local NSDAP in Rottenburg. 

There was no torch l ieht parade. no evidence or feeling of revolution and the local group 

wüs sütisfied to mark the occasion with a few small political meetings over the next few 

days. The only signs of uproar were a few nights when some young Nazis assembled 

outside the houses of well known Centre püny adherents and demanded admission. 

Becüuse of good community relations, however, no violent scenes ensued ai that point or 

üny othcr time before the final election in Mürch 1933.' It has been reported that the 

election düy was cairn as the inhabitants eagerly ûwaited the results of the vote.qt ws 

only after the results were in that the Nazis of Rottenburg began io take action ügainst 

their politicai enemies, and like the rest of Germüny, the socialists and communists were 

some of the first on the list. 

Aside from the Centre Party, the parties of the Left were the other major political 

force in Rottenburg and consistently beat the NSDAP in every election until March 1933 

(see Appendix E). Thus, it would be negligent to fail to consider their füte and their 

attitudes toward the regime. The evidence regarding their activities following the 

takeover of power, however, is very spûrse ûnd vague at best. There are at least two 

reasons for this Iack of information. First, because the parties of the Left were a major 

listening to forbidden foreign radio broadcasts. 
'Ulmer, 33; LUI 86 interview with Herr U. 19.1 1.1986. 
'Ulmer. 29. 



political target of the Nuis. üny resistance üctivity undenaken by these individuals was 

done underground and records were either not kept. were destroyed or were well hidden. 

Thus, the only time their activities or dissent were apparent was when they had to face 

punishment for misdeeds and it was recorded in govemment records. Second. of the 

twentv interviews which were originally recorded for the Hrim<itk~tnde,~ only two were 

with individuals whose families hüd been part of the Left.lo Hence. whüt little cm be 

gleüned from the existing documents is rüther subjective. however. undoubtedly 

suggestive of the ütmosphere following the Mmhtergreifrtng. 

In most üreas of Genany the final election cmpaign involved a large amount of 

political violence. focussed specifically at the KPD and SPD with the aim of hindering 

their campaigns." Perhaps because of the focus on cüpturing Centre pwty votes. the 

NSDAP in Rottenburg did not focus as strongly on the Left. The steep decline in the 

number of votes for the Left in the final elections leaves no doubt that there was pressure 

üpplied to both the communists and sociiilists by the local Nazis in eithcr the form of 

propüganda or intimidation, but local inhabitants recollect no instances of violence." 

Community relations. once again most likely had an effect on the level of political 

'Ut2 Ieggle (ed), N~~tionulsozialisrnus im Landkreis Tübingen: Eine Heimatkunùe 
(Tübingen: Tübinger Chronik, 1989). 

''LUI 79 Interview with Frau G. 22.10.86, whose father had been a member of the 
KPD; LUI 80 Interview with Herr K. 6.1 1.86. whose father had been a rnember of the 
SPD. 

"On political violence see, Richard Bessel, "Political Violence and the Nazi 
Seizure of Power," in ed. Richard Bessel. Life in the Third Reich (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1987); for another local example see. Allen, The Nazi Seizure of Power, 
chapter 10. 

"LUI 86, interview with Herr. U. 19.1 1.1986; Ulmer, 28-30. 
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violence at the early stages. As opposed to the NSDAP who were seen by the local 

inhübitünts as outsiders who had only recently become a part of the city 

(Hereingesclinieckte), the Communists were people w ho had lived in the city for 

generations, were either Catholic or Protestant and were seen to be hardworking 

(.durfige) and orderly people in the eyes of the ~ot tenhur~en."  Thus, it  was only nfter 

the Nuis hüd 'legally'come to power in Rottenburg that they felt able to take action 

ugninst the Left. 

In other communities. such as Allen's Northeim for exumple, the SPD. while 

retaining their inner convictions, had shown signs of giving in to the Nazi persecution 

evrn before the election. It was only after the election that the socialists of Rottenburg 

begün to take precautions to prevent themselves from coming under üttack." Herr K. 

relates a story from his childhood which indicates thüt although the SPD avoided open 

ucts of resistünce, individual members remained critical of the regime and through small 

meüsures of dissent displayed their former  conviction^.^^ Because Hem K. had come 

from ü strictly socidist background, he distinctly remembers, even as a thirteen year old 

boy, the significance of the day Hitler becarne chancellor. Moreover. he remembers the 

officia1 bünning of the SPD and how his father responded to it. His farnily had many 

socidist pamphlets and leaflets. as well as paraphernalia from May 1st that his father felt 

should be destroyed and he said: "So boy, come now. we're going to bum it dl, 

everything from the attic to the basement and down in the wash basin, so that they don't 

"Ulmer, 19; StAR F27.3/8 interview with Ursula Kuttler-Men. lO.03.1997. 
"~ l l en ,  chapter 10, esp. 155- 156. 
''LUI 80 interview with Herr. K. 6.1 1.1986. 
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find any traces when they come." Herr K.. not wanting to let go of everything and 

assuming that no one would find it, took his father's SPD badge and a Reichsb~tnner Song 

book and hid them behind the electric meter on the house. The authorities did come to 

search the house and found nothing. After the wu.  Herr K. retrieved his mementos and 

still had the song book at the time of the interview. 

The interview with Herr K. dso gives evidence that his father exhibited his 

dissent through the voicing of criticül commenis and jokes about the regime. Once again. 

community and personal relations seemed to be stronger thün political associations. Herr 

K. indicatcs thüt few communists and sociÿlists from Rotten burg were imprisonedlb, 

ei ther becüuse they went underground with their activities or becüuse there wüs a certain 

sympathy towards them among the town's people. even throughout the entire w u .  He 

states that this was particulürly true of those Centre Party adherents who ais0 remained 

true to their views. In one instance, his father had to appeu before the district court for 

mÿking dispwÿging remarks about the Nazis and was aided by a lawyer who was ü Centre 

party loyal and kncw his father. In this case. Herr K's father was found innocent by 

claiming that he had a head injury from the fint World War. that he did no! know what he 

was tülking about and that he would have been normal had they not sent him to the war in 

the first place. This excuse appeared to work again when his father made a joke about a 

%AR A80 9880 ( Wiedergutmachung nat. Soz. Unrechts Allgemeines, OMer des 
Nutionalsozialismus Organisationen). Based on a list of persons from Rottenburg who 
were jailed or sent to concentration camps. none were labelled specificdly as adherents 
of the SPD or KPD. 
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N u i  offificial iit the watch factory in  which he worked." A higher Nazi functionary was 

present thüt day and when Herr K. was reported for having made the comment, the higher 

official merely responded by süying: "Leave that man in peüce, he has a head injury from 

the war! He fulfilled his duty, he wüs there for the Fatherland!" It is likely that this 

Ni~zi  officiül knew the man and presumably he wanted to just let the remark pass riither 

than make a legal issue out of it. 

Thus, it wüs only in these smüll ways that the former members of the SPD could 

show their views of the regime: hiding forbidden material and making dispwaging, but 

humorous comrnents. Herr K. stütes thüt in Rottenburg the socialists stuck together more 

and were stronger. but he gives no funher indication of iheir activities as such. 

Similürly. Allen found thüt the SPD of Northeim "did remüin loyal to their ideals." but 

thlit "flight, interniil conviction, irony or little triumphs" were the only alternat ives left 

open by the end of the first six rnonihs of Nui  rulc.lW in his 'history of everyday life,' 

German scholÿr. Detlev Peuken, also noted thüt although only a minority of workers 

could participate in underground activities of the former workers' parties. "the politically 

passive rnajority was not reüdily reconciled to the National Socidist regime." He went 

further to state thüi "those who did not bow to the pressure and make their peace with 

fascism still had to split every aspect of their düy-to-day behaviour into inner reservation 

and outward loyalty."" 

''The joke was as follows: "br habt nur braune Hemden an. daDT wenn hr die 
Hose verscheiBt, daB man's nicht so sieht!" 

'%Allen. 19 1 and 200. 
' 'Detlev Peu kert , Inside Nazi Gurmany : Confonnity, ûpposifion and Racism in 

Everyday Li/e (New York: Penguin, 1993), 105- 106. 
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The communists of Rottenburg were faced with much the same options as the 

Social Democrats and the evidence of their activities is just as sketchy. As previously 

stüted, the comrnunists had a relatively good reputation within the city and enjoyed the 

sympathies of the population. Because it was a smÿll town and because their numbers 

were relritively few. everyone knew who wüs a communist. and this was even 

ücknowledged by a Cütholic interviewee." Frau G., the daughter of a KPD member, 

relüted that the comrnunity knew who the communists were and thüt they still maintÿined 

their political beliefs, and those inhabitants who had a problem with that merely üvoided 

contact with them. She witnessed this in the case of her father's store, where after 1933 

sorne customers just did not corne in anymore. Frau G. also recounts that the KPD was 

forccd underground in 1933 and thüt they still continued to meet and create illegiil 

pamphlets for distribution. She dso mentions that her füther's friend Herr Bohnenberger 

wüs tüken away to a concentration camp for his part in delivering the leaflets." Although 

there is no documentary evidence to corroborate Fnu G's story. there were other 

indications that the communists were definitely not won over by the regime. For 

example, Hem H. Knapp, the owner of a plant nursery, was taken into custody for three 

rnonths in 1935/36 and ügain for eight rnonths in 1937138 for making disparaging 

remarks about the Third Reich. in his first offence he had shouted "Heil Moskau!" in the 

marketplace (an offense which seerned to be known to the people of the citf2) and the 

'TU1 86 Interview with Herr U. 19.1 1.1986. 
"LU1 79 Interview with Frau G. 22.10.1986. 
"LU1 70 Interview with Hem. and Frau H and Frau V. 28.8.1986. Hem. H. 

mentions that Hem. Knapp went to a concentration camp for yelling "Heil Moskau!" 



second time he wüs detüined for commenting that nothing was going any better in the 

Third Reich thün it had in the second." The following story of Herr K. Diebold is also 

representative of the fate of political opponents during the seizure of power and the 

strength with which many maintüined their beliefs and vdues. 

On 7 Apri! 1933, the Law for the Restoriition of the Professional Civil Service 

wiis püssed which made possible the dismissai of employees (among severül othrr 

reüsons) on the basis that "their former political activities did not offer the assurance that 

they supported the national stüte without reservütions." The true purpose of the law was 

not to restore the civil service but r~ther to exact political levelling. intimidüte potential 

dissenters and punish enemies." In Rottenburg. civil servants were forced to enter the 

pivty under the threüt thüt they would lose their jobs. Although some of the local 

inhübitants viewed government employees as rnere foll~wers,'~ a former city postal 

worker müintüined thüt ü significant proportion of the civil employees (especially those 

who had been loyal to the Centre party) only joined the NSDAP in order to save their jobs 

and that they never became convinced Nuis. This süme worker went on to state that this 

option was not open to cornmunists, who were promptly dismissed from their positions." 

Herr K. Diebold, an employee at the city electricd works and a known communist. 

suffered this fate in late 1933. Presumably at the instigation of the municipal 

govemment, an investigation into the political reliability of Diebold was begun in 

%AR A80 9880. Herr Knapp (b. 8.1.1897) was impnsoned from 20.12.1935 to 
11.3.1936 and from 25.1 1.1937 to 27.7.1938. 

"Brac her. 2 1 3. 
%JI 78 interview with Hem U. 16.10.86. 
"LUI 88 Interview with Hem A. 28.1.87. 
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autumn of that year. A report by a police officer (Hilj~polizeiwucht~neister), dated 13 

October 1933. stüted thüt Diebold had been a recuring problem in ternis of reliübility. It 

stated further thüt Diebold hüd been ü member of the Communist party until its 

dissolution. that he had refused to raise the swastika flag on the slaughterhouse on 5 

M m h  1933 despite orders to do so. that he hüd been denounced by a coworker for having 

made nnti-regime remarks and findly. that he hüd failed to give the required German 

greeting to the police officer w hile on his rounds through the city. A further report by a 

senior police officer üssessed Diebold as a dediccited communist. This letter went funher 

to say that he had been denounced by coworker R. Birlinger as having declared: ' T m  not 

like the others, I won't give in. 1 would rnther shoot myself thün become a National 

Socililist. 1 will remilin true to my party and 1 won't give in like a sack; for such people 

you must have respect. 1 am a communist and 1 will rernüin a communist and National 

Sociülisrn will pop like a soap bubble." Curiously, the police chief goes on to mention 

tliat Diebold had never k e n  violent towards them during the time of struggle and that he 

was considered by the SA to be cowardly and underhanded. On the basis of these reports, 

the mayor's office declared that Diebold was still a convinced communist, thus posing a 

threüt to the nütionül rebuilding and was forthwith removed from his position with the 

city." Because this action took place so long after the tnke over of power and because 

Diebold was not promptly taken inio custody, one may question the effectiveness of the 

town's Nazis in effecting their 'revolution.' Although this may have in fact k e n  a factor. 

"Sig. Wü6929, Acc261196 1,8 1 (Durchführung des Gesetzes zur 
Widerherstellung des Berufsbeamtentums). 



it cm more likely be üttributed to the chaos in municipal administration which ensued 

during the spring and summer of 1933 (these events will be discussed in the following 

section). The loss of his job was not enough to dampen Diebold's convictions, however. 

üs he was tüken into custody for several düys in late 1939 and again for dmost a rnonth in 

1945." Thus. Diebold's story is an example of the strength of conviction of the city's 

cornrnunists. Despite the loss of his job and repeüted imprisonment. he made it through 

the war. his beliefs intact and was honoured in his city as a victim of National Socialism. 

Along with systernatically destroying the KPD and SPD as political opponents, 

one of the other most significünt steps in the consolidation of Nazi power on a local level 

was the infiltration of the city co~ncil.'~ Rottenburg. known for its Catholic chwacter, 

had been under Centre pürty direction for the duration of the Weimar Republic. At the 

time of the Mmhtergreifiing Rottenburg's city council had a Centre party majority of ten 

members, two from the Cliristliche Gewrrksclraften, two from the middle clüss coalition. 

three Social Democrats and one NSDAP representative, who had been elected in the 

December 193 1 ~lection. '~ Josef Schneider. müyor and supporter of the Centre party, was 

held in high esteem by the city's inhabitants and had been at the head of the city council 

for ten years. The story of what happcned to Bürgermeister Schneider is typical of the 

Nazi Gleiclisclraltung of city councils. 

%AR S80 9880. Hen Diebold (b. 19.3.1890) was in custody from 18.9.1939 to 
329.1939 and from 27.3.45 to 17.4.1945. 

?9For other local examples see Allen, esp. chapter I l ;  also Gerhard Wilke, 
"Village Life in Nazi Germany," in ed. Bessel. LiJe in the Third Reich, 17-24. For a 
comparative Catholic town-Eichstaett-see Edward Peterson, The Limits of Hitler's Power 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1969). 299-300. 

C AR, Gemeirideratsprotokoll, Rottenburg a.N.. Band 6 1 ( 1932- 1933). 1-2. 



The son of a Rottenburger businessmm, Schneider began his legal studies in 1912 

in both Tübingen i d  Berlin. After service in the first World War. he completed his 

studies in 1923. Shortly aftenvards. at the age of only thirty years, the young lawyer was 

elected mayor of his home town of Rottenburg. Schneider successfully steered the town 

thrniigh the difficiilt iime of inflation and then completed such projects as the 

development of ün ügricultural school, the building of a new bridge, the Iaying of a 

sewüge system and the development of industrial land. The mayor had had the 

confidence of about 90% of the town's population for a decade at the time the Nuis took 

power." The direction of Schneider's political sympathies wüs never a secret. Even on 

1 1 March 1933. the Rortenburger Zeitrrng published a telegran expressing the town's 

loyalty and devotion. which Schneider had sent to former stüte president and resident of 

Rottenburg. Eugen Bolz." This showed the mayor to be a courageous man. but it also 

lebelleci him as an enemy of the stüte. After less than a month of attempting to work with 

the Nazis. Schneider w u  warncd by the county administraior that they were about to have 

him imprisoned. so on 2 June 1933 the müyor resigned from his position. At the town 

council meeting he stated ihat: "After ten years in office. 1 think I should be allowed to 

decide rny own personal fate."" Schneider then began service as a financial officer for 

ihe administration of the diocese and further fought the Nazis by defending the church 

throughout difficult tu trials which threütened its existence. He showed his loyalty and 

"S~AR D 1 1. Collections on personsJosef Schneider; Karlheinz Geppert (ed.), 
Grosse Kreisstadt Rottenburg am Neckar Jahresberichte 1992 (Rottenburg am Neckar: 
Rottenburger Druckerei. 1993). 5-6. 

" Jeggle (cd). Eine Heimatkunde. 284. 
33Ulmer. 34; Gemeinderatsprotokolle, Rottenburg a.N, Band 6 1 ( 1932- l933), 2 19. 



courage once ügain in Apd 1938 when following a demonstration he was attacked and 

beüten by sixteen Nuis for having tried to defend the Bishop. The Gestapo attempted to 

ürrest him Iüter thüt month, but he fled the city and returned only months later. Finally, 

shonly before the end of the w u  when the local battalion commander Schuhmacher 

decided to have Schneider hünged. he was saved by the warning of fi local f m e r .  

Following the war Schneider worked diligently for the rebuilding of the city and the stüte. 

In 1947- 1948 he was üwarded the post of honounry mayor, from 1946 to 1952 he was a 

mrmber of the Lündtüg and in 1949 he wüs named as an honourary citizen (Ehrenhiirger) 

of the çity."l Schneider was one of the citizens of Rottenburg who iruly exhibited that he 

had müintüined his convictions and was viewed with respect by the citizens as a true N u i  

resister. The Nazi who replaced him. however, wüs not held in high regard by the 

citizens, but rüther viewed with contempt for the dunition of the regirne. 

Wilhelm Seeger was the man who was chosen by the Ministry of the interior to 

replace Bürgermeister Schneider. Appiuently the stüte felt it necessary to appoint 

someone from ouiside of Rottenburg, someone they felt they could trust. Thus. on 18 

September 1933 Seeger was sworn in as mayor of Rottenburg." The irony of the 

"s~AR D 1 1. Josef Schneider. 
"~emrin&ratsproiokolle, Rottenburg r.N. Band 6 1 ( 1932- 1933). 291. It is 

significant that the Nazis made a conscious decision to remove the former Centre Party 
oriented rnayor and have him replaced by sorneone who was at least nominiilly party 
loyal. In a comparative situation in Catholic Eichstaett in Bavaria, the former BVP 
(Bavarian People's Party-the Bavaria equivdent of the Centre Party)loyal mayor was left 
in office for several years because no one was qualified to take his place. See Peterson. 
300. In the case of Rottenburg, local Nazis obviously felt threatened enough by 
Schneider and the power of the Centre party to take the initiative to seek out a new 
rnayor. 



situation was that Seeger had only becorne a puty mernber on 1 May 1933. Moreover. he 

hüd bcen relieved of his position as mayor of Isny in Allgüu on 1 July of that year because 

he was found to be politicülly unreliable and an opponent of the Nazis who would thus 

endünger the town." Seeger was seen by the inhabitants of Rottenburg for whüt he was: ii 

Nazi who was hired to be reliahle. By some he was seen a s  ' 150%' loyal and extrernely 

Finatical, but most others saw hirn as a coward (Angsthase) who was afraid for his life 

and his position. Regürdless of which position was tüken, the bottom iine w u  that Seeger 

was an outsider who coulci never measure up to Schneider and he never güined the respect 

or contïdence of the city's people.'7 

Not only wüs the mayor driven from his post, but the remainder of the city council 

wüs also slowly infiltrated by Nuis as well. After the Gleicl~scliultung law of 3 1 Mach 

1933 which dissolved the city councils of the country, a new election was held in the city 

on 26 April 1933.'' Obviously the town had not ken  won over by the Nazis as only four 

representatives of the NSDAP were elected and the remaining ten were al1 Centre Party 

oriented men. In contrüst with the scene that ensued in other l~ca l i t i es ,~~ the opening 

meeting of the new city council took place in a very civil manner. The chairman gave a 

report on the economic situation followed by a greeting to the new National Socialisi 

faction in which he stressed the desire of the Centre Party faction to work towards the 

 AR D 1 I Wilhelm Seeger. 
'7For views of Seeger see: LUI 70 Interview with Herr und Frau H. 28.8.1986; 

LUI 76 Interview with Frau B. 29.9.1986; LUI 78 Interview with Herr U. 16.10.1986; 
LUI 86 interview with Hem U. 19.1 1.1986; LUI 87 Interview with Herr Sch. 13.12.1986. 

"This was a comparatively late date for taking over the city council. Compare to 
Eichstaett where the council was aiso taken over very late: 4 May 1933. Peterson. 300. 

"~llen. chapter 1 1. 
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happiness of the city in the spirit of the Volksgemeinscluifr. Evidently these pledges of 

loyülty meant little to the Nuis who slowly forced the resignation of five of the Centre 

Party fxtion over the course of the year. Anton Biider. who hüd srrved on the council 

sincc üt least 1929. suddenly decided for reasons of age and health to apply for release 

from his duties as a councillor on 23 June 1933. Wilhelm Held and Karl Saile. who hüd 

also been councillors as early as 1929, decided to leave the council in August and 

September due to constriints on their time in their professional lives. They were 

followed in November by Wilhelm Saile and Kul Ulmer who gave no reüson for 

le~ving.~'' Five new NSDAP members were quickly üdded and by the end of 1933 only 

five former Centre Party representütives remüined. Strringely. the council was not entirely 

purged and four of these former Centre Party men were still listed as members of the 

council in 1935.'' It is difficult io üssess the reüsons for these exceptions. Perhüps these 

councillors hüd bccome true National Socidists or perhaps they had made adequüte 

pledges of loydty in order to remain on the council in hopes of helping the Catholic cause 

from within. 

Not oniy did the newly appointed Nazis üttempt to get rid of the actual Centre 

Püny members. but they attempted to completely eliminate dl vestiges of Centre Party 

influence through a petition to remove the honouriuy citizen status of Eugen Bolz. Eugen 

Bolz. bom in Rottenburg in 1881. went on to become ÿn elected member of the Landtag 

and state president of Württemberg. Throughout the years, Bolz had kept close relations 

WGernrinderatsprot~koll~, Rottenburg a.N. Band 60 ( 1929- 193 1 ) and Band 6 1 
( 1932- 1933). 

"Sig. WU6929 Acc26/ 1% 1-75, ( Verzeichnis der Gemeinderatsmifglieder) 



with his home town and on the occasion of his fiftieth birthday in 193 1 Rottenburg 

decided to müke him an honourary citizen of the town." On 23 June 1933 the National 

Socialist representatives on the city council introduced a petition to stnp Bolz of his 

status based on the fÿct that he had allegedly shown himself to be a traitor to the people of 

~ e r m a n ~ . ~ '  The Centre Pÿny Faction manageci to forestall the decision by virtue of the 

hct that they still had ü müjority over the NSDAP on the council. Nevertheless. the 

subject wüs raised ügain at the 13 July 1933 session where the National Sociülists 

withdrew their petition on the grounds that the Centre Party had been dissolved in the 

meantirne. Presumably they felt secure once they had been legaily declared the only party 

in the state and rüised the issue again only to point out their own victory without the 

necessity of approvül frorn the council. 

This narrative of what transpired in 1933 with regard to the city council shows 

that Rottenburg was not easily Nazified. Firstly. Rottenburgers had remained true to the 

Centre pürty in the final election of Mach 1933. Moreover, even after the Nazis were 

clcarly in power, the Centre Party representatives were reüppointed in Apd  and attempts 

were made to try and work with the Nazis. Further. it is clear that rnayor Josef Schneider 

"For information deüling with Eugen Bolz see, StAR Di 1. Eugen Bolz; Joachim 
Kohler. "Eugen Bolz ( 188 1- 19450. Politiker aus Leidenschaft. Zum 100. Geburtstag des 
württembergischen Ministen und Staatsprbidenten" in Rottenburger Jahrbuch fur 
Kirchegeschichte. 1 ( 1982), 2 1-32; Gerncinderatsprotokdle. Rottenburg a.N. Band 60 
( 192% 193 1 ). 486-487 for the Verleihung des Ehrenburgerreclrts. For the carnpaign 
against Bolz see, Winifred Loffler. "Das Ende einer Legende-hoffentlich. Staütsprisident 
Dr. Eugn Bolz blieb 1933 Ehrenbürger der Bischofsstdt Rottenburg" in Rottenburger 
Jdrrbuch für Kirchmgeschichte. 2( l983), 18 1 - 186 and Gerneinderatsprotokolle. 
Rottenburg a.N. Band 61 (1932-1933). 235 and 243. 

13Bolz's traitorous actions were in connection with a speech he had made in 
Austria to the Citristlicit-Sozialen Partei. 
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had not changed his political outlook and had maintained an oppositional outlook with 

regard to National Socialism. Finally, the actual failure of the attack on Bolz represents 

the continued attachment to the values of poiitical Catholicism on the part of the 

representritives. Despite this obvious non-conformist attitude. in the final analysis there 

was nothing thüt could be done to stop the Nazi infiltration of local pofitics. After the 

political sphere of the town wüs firmly in the grip of the new rulers, they then moved on 

to the levelling of the social and culturd life. 

The dissolution of social organizations such as clubs and associations was high on 

the Nazi list of priorities in terms of social levelling. That way people could be more 

rasily observed. old ties would be broken making it more difficult to spread dissent and 

by giving a Nazi cüst to al1 organizations, the inhabitants would become involved in the 

Nazi system." As in most other German comrnunities, clubs. guilds and associations 

were of central importance to the cultural life of Rottenburg. Prior to the takeover of 

power there were no less than eighty such organizations with a combined membership of 

approxirnatel y 7 000. These included seventeen guilds and professional üssociat ions, two 

singing clubs. more than five sports clubs, sixteen groups for hobbies and special interests 

, four patriotic societies. several political üssociütions and more thm twenty five religious 

and charitable organization~.~' One local resident reported that ûfter the Machtergreifung 

ÜII the associations and clubs were dissolved suddenly, dmost ovemight. They were told 

thüt they could reestablish new groups, but only according to Nazi mies. laws and 

uAllen. 222. 
45Ulrner, 10; Ein woltnerbuch l93O/3 1. 



demünds. This, he claimed, opened the eyes of some residents who were not fully aware 

of the implications of National Socialist r~ l e .~ '  Political üssociiitions, such as the socialist 

Reicirsb~innrr Schrv<irz-Rut-Gokd were completely bnnned. other cultural and social 

groups were recombined and arnÿlgümrted . This led to a considerable shrinking process 

in the numher of groups, as well as their membership numbers. For example. üfter king 

taken over by Bürgermeister Sreger the main singing group lost 150 members. Although 

the religious organizütions survived this first Nazi üssault. they came under great threat in 

Iüter yeürs and were forced to struggle for survivd. as will be discussed further in the 

following chapter concerning the overüll church struggle. Al1 guilds and professional 

üssociütions were brought under Nazi control or were recreated. üs was the case with the 

teüchers ' and law yers' associations. In addition. new Nazi organizaiions were founded in 

the ciiy and residents were expected to pünicipüte. Within the first year. a division of the 

SA was estüblished, dong with ü training school just outside the city. Orgünizütions such 

as the Hitler Youth, the BdM. the Deittsc*.lrr Arbeitsfront (DAF) and the NS-Fr(iurnscliafr 

popped up as rüpidly as the former organizations had k e n  dissolved." 

One would assume that such a shake up of society would incite resistance, but as 

Allen also found in Nonheim. "the enormous social reshuffle took place without oven 

resistünce."'% fact, the dissolution of associations and participation in Nazi 

organizations is rarely rnentioned in üny of the interviews. One m m  stated thai some 

''LU1 67 Interview with Hem BR. 9.9.1986. 
"~lmer .  33-34; Ein wohncrbuch 193Y36. 
''Allen, 223; in his study of Korle. Wilke also saw no signifiant resistance in 

response to the Glrichsciiultung. "Village Life in Nazi Gemany." 20. 



young men, even Cütholics. joined the SA as ü source of employment, which was the case 

with his brother. He went on to stress, however, that his brother had never advocated NS 

ideas while üt home." Another interviewee mentioned that he had to join the Deutscizr 

Arbeirsfront becüuse he opened ü store. but otherwise he participüted in no other 

organizations and was never forced to enter the pürtyJO Othenvise. only the HI (Hitler 

Juxrnù) iind BdM (Blind deursclier Müdel) were mentioned, in most cases only briefly. 

Most interviewees stressed thüt they had not wünted to join the organization, but were 

forced to do so by Nui  leaders or ieüchers." One man referred to it as a 'voluntary must' 

thü t  al1 boys enter the HJ. thus some youngsters manüged to get üway with never joining 

youth orgünizütions üt ÜII." A few stressed the continuity with former youth 

organizations and the normality of the group activities in which they participrted. For 

example, it was observed that as ü rule HJ leaders hüd formerly been boy scout leaders 

and that the NS ideology was not reinforced by them.'"ne man even pointed out that 

Ortqricppenieiter Hesse hüd gone from king the leader of a boy scout troop to k ing  the 

local Nu i  leader." In another interview with three people who had been young Catholics 

üt the time the continuity of the leadership and the lack of ideological indoctrination was 

ülso stressed. They claimed that the youih groups were not political and had nothing to 

do with pany politics. They dso reveaied that they had wanted to join the youth 

"LUI 86 Interview with Herr U. 19.1 1.1986. 
50LUI 67 Interview with Herr BR. 9.9.1986. 
5'LUI 79 Frau G 22.10.1986. 
"LUI 77 Interview with Hem GR. 14.8.1986; LUI 72 interview with Frau Schl. 

5.9.1986. 
"LUI 77 Interview with Herr GR. l4.8.1986. 
"LUI 86 Interview with Hem. U. 19.1 1.1986, 
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organizations because they liked the sports and amusement and liked to share in the 

fellowship of the other young people? Perhaps, as one man suggested. it had al1 

happened too soon after the Mcichtergreifung for everyone to realize whüt the Nazis 

intended, hence it was over before they were able to even consider resistünce. Afterwards 

they showed iheir opinions by refusing to join NS organizations o r  joined them only when 

required or as a source of employment, while still maintaining their stand ügüinst NS 

ideology. 

Next to radio and film. the daily press was the most important propaganda 

instrument by which the Nazis could dissiminate their ideology. In Rottenburg. however, 

the struggle to win over the local press wüs not an eüsy one. The Ruttenbrïrgrr Zeiiung 

(RZ), originally founded in 1888, was the city's only düily newspüper and was known to 

support the Catholic Centre püny." Dunng the final two weeks before the Mÿrch 1933 

elections. the Rottenbrirger Liiung under editor Fritz Kiefer, begün a public attack on the 

National Socialists. They accused the Nazis of lying about the lowering of taxes and 

interest rates, saying that they were hollow words used to gain voters. Furthemore, on 25 

February 1933 the papa declared the city's open support for the democracy of Weimar 

süying: "We declare support for a Christian people's state. On the basis of equal rights 

we demand the liveliest participation of each citizen in the interests of the state. Equd 

rights and duties for everyone! We condemn any forcible attempts to ovenhrow the 

"LUI 70 Interview with Herr und Fnu H und Frau V. 28.8.1986. 
56Utz Jeggle. "Zeitungswesen," in Der Lundkreis Tübingen: Amtliclie 

Kreisbeschreibung. Band 1. Staatlichen Archivverwaltung Baden-Württemberg. 
(S tuttgiut: Kohl hiunmer, 1967), 644-650. 
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Weimar Republic and we demand the most severe punishment for those who violate the 

constitution. whether they corne from the right or the left ..."" The paper then declared on 

17 February that the NSDAP and their supporters were responsible for the seventy people 

in Germany who had died for political reasons during the previous month. In light of the 

rricist and antisemitic tone of the Nazis. the paper published a question to the govemment 

iisking them to üddress their position on foreign Jews. Finally. the paper lent its 

unconditiond support to the Centre Party during the final stages of the election cümpaign. 

On the büsis of his open and courageous camprign against the Nazis. Herr Kiefer was 

taken into protective custody on the düy üfter the election. After ten days of 

imprisonrnent the editor returned to his post for three weeks. By this point. life in 

Rottenburg had hecome unkarable for him and his family. He was constantly k i n g  

harassed by SA men who stood outside his window and called him ü 'black dog.' 

(Schwccrzen Hitnd). In light of this torment Kiefer and his family emigrated to Brazil in 

the summer of 1933. 

The position ofeditor w u  taken over by Alfred Schwenger and the papa was 

forced to tow the püny line in order to avoid king completely banned. Despite this 

change of administrative staff. the papa soon found itself in trouble agÿin in early 1934. 

After printing the officid newsletter of the diocese which contained a controversial 

pastoral letter written by the Bishop. the offices of the papa were raided and al1 copies 

were seized. The paper was forbidden to reprint the leiter in either the newspaper or a 

57 Jeggle (ed). Heimatkunde. 286. 



special edition." Agüin in 1938 the offices of the püper were raided in order to seize a 

diocesan newsletter which hüd been bann~d.'~ In order to counter the effects of the 

Rottenburger Zeitung. which was seen as a middle-clrss, democratic. Centre newspaper. 

the Nuis established the Rottenbitrger Ndirichten (RN) as the officia1 pi.uty newspaper 

on I September 1933? This publication. however. did not enjoy much populuity üs the 

local inhabitants remüined loyal to the RZ. In fact, in early 1934 the RN cülled upon the 

town council to regulate what was allowed to be printed in the RZ in order to help 

minirnize cornpetition between the two pupemb' Duc to increased party pressure over the 

ycürs the RZ was forced to abandon its fonnerly oppositional position and by 1938 it 

could bürely be distinguished from the N u i  paper. Thereafter the Rottenburger 

Ndmkhten ceased to exist and the Rottenhurger Zeirung was Iabelled as the official 

newspaper and puty organ of National Sociülism. In 1939 the püper was dissolved 

completely (the Tiibinger Cltronik becarne the official newspaper of the district) and one 

man reponed that the printing machines were smushed in order to prevent funher 

publication of diocesün material." in the final analysis, the local press demonstnted a 

sizeüble amount of both open opposition leuding up to the MachtergreiJung and 

attempted covert dissent once the Nazis were in power. Perhüps the opposition of the 

5nSig. Wü65/29 Acc.26/ 196 1.66 1 (Besclilagrialtme von ZeitshcriJen usw. 
Verbote). 

"LUI 77 interview with Hen GR. 14.8.1986. Herr G.  was an employee of the 
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press mirrored the general attitude of the city's population which was reflected by a 

demonstrition against thc city by students frorn the nearby SA training school. 

Typically al1 the obvious changes that had taken place in 1933 were the result of 

Nazi action and had not come spontaneously from the ~ottenburgers." This üpathy 

towürds the movement wiu: the cause of the 'Rottenburger Revolution' which was 

initiüted once ügain by non-Rottenburgers. In early May of 1934 the teüchers from the 

neürby SA training school at the Schadenweilerhof organized a rally in the marketplace. 

The Rottc~nhiirger Naclirichten reported the details on 4 May 1934 in an article entitled 

"Roitenburg Witnesses its Late Revolution: the SA cleürs away the backward Centre 

Party iidherent~."~ The demonstrütion begün with a much of the SA students into the 

miirketphce and one of the teachers jumping on to the edge of the fountain to give a 

speech regürding their concern for the NS movement in Rottenburg. He began by saying 

that the twchers had corne from ülI parts of Germany in order to teach students üt the 

Schiidenweilerhof and in doing so hüd gotien to know the city of Rottenburg, thus their 

reüson for planning this d l y .  He stated thüt: "In Rottenburg things are not üs they should 

be!" This he felt confident in saying after having lived neiu the city for only two weeks. 

He went on the say that Rottrnburgers claimed that they were National Socialists, but that 

there were no deeds to back up the claim: "in Rottenburg there are absolutely no National 

Sociülist actions to be seen." He claimed to be üware that the Rotienburgea had not been 

b3This was also true of Cütholic Eichstaett where Peterson noted that the NS 
power seizure was extemal to the ciiy, 299. This c m  be contrasted with Allen who found 
substantial grassroots support for NS within Northeim. 

NRottenburger Nachrieliten, 4.5.1934. 



supponing the Rottenbitrgcr Nuclirichten and that "reai National Socialists, the kind the 

Führer needs, must have the will and the courage to show support for the Nazi press." 

Funher. he stated. "in the so called Rottenburger local library there is no National 

Socialist literature to be spoken of. After one year of National Socidist mle it is the 

disgr:ice af Rottenhiirg." He closeci hy attiicking political Catholicisrn or the 'schwtrzc 

Rrtrktion' üs he cülled it. shouting: "Down with the reaction! Down with the black dogs! 

Heil Hitler!" This was met with a 'Seig Heil' from d l  the National Socialists who were 

preïent followed by the burning of Mathias Erzberger's book. Erinnerungen, which had 

been taken from the town l i b r i .  Did this open demonstration and these slanderous 

rcmiuks incite the population to resist? Just the opposite, there were no signs of 

indignation or outright resistance on the pÿrt of the inhabitanis. Rather. they were silent, 

distanced themselves funher from Nazi deeds and withdrew into the privüte sphere of 

their homes. The average citizens were not resistance fighters; they merely wanted to be 

left alone to live their lives in peace. Thus, at best it wüs this kind of indifference. raiher 

thün ideological confonnity and full support which was achieved by the regime in 

Rottenburg. However, in many instances and particularly in the case of Jews, passive 

indifference was d l  the Nuis needed in order to cany out their desires. As one writer put 

it: "For the Nazi state to thrive, its citizens had to do no more than go dong, maintaining 

a cleu sense of their own interests and a profound indifference to the suffering of 

others.""' 

"'James J. Sheehan as quoted in Ian Kenhaw, **Gcrman Popular Opinion and the 
"Jewish Question', 1939- 1943: some funher reflections," in ed. Arnold Paucker, Die 
Juden im Nationafsotialistichen Deutschland (Tübingen: Mohr. 1986). 365-386.367. 



It would be going too fw to süy that the Rottenburgers were profoundly indifferent 

to the suffering of the Jews, but it is significünt that they did not exhibit dissent with 

regard to Jewish meüsures to the süme exient which they had fought to Save their city 

council, or as we shall see, the denorninational schools. Further, the Jews do not seem to 

hold a sigiiificanr place in the rnemory of Rottenhiirgers, some clnimed even at the rime 

of the interview that they were unrware of whüt had become of the Jews of the city. This 

could be due to the füct that there were very few Jewish residents in the city and also to 

the attrmpt on the put  of local residents to forget Nazi terror.M The modern Jewish 

community in Rottenburg was settled in the 1880s when an R. Horkheimer established a 

business deoling in hop. shirts and Cotton. His son Ferdinand founded a Putzwollfabrik 

whiçh he operated until its Aryünization by the ~ a z i s . ' ~  The modem Jewish community 

hiid reached its highest number with 32 members in 1885 and by 1933 only eleven 

remüined." There was no synagogue or other specifically Jewish estüblishments in 

Rottenburg, thus the Jews of Rottenburg travelled to Tübingen to worship."> By 1933 the 

Jewish community of Rottenburg consisted of two families. the Horkheimers and the 

Berlitzheimers. They were considered to be truly Rottenburgers and were fully integrated 

memory and terror with particulw reference to the Jews see Franziska Becker 
and Utz Jeggle, "Memory and Violence: Local Recollections of Jewish Persecution 
during the Reichskristullnuchr," in Yad Vashem Studies. 20 ( 1988). 99- 1 14 and Charlotte 
Kahn, "Belerguered Youth in a Collapsing Society," in Journal of Psychohistory 18 
( 1990). 7 1-94. 

"~reisbeschreibun~. Band UI, 1972,362. 
"Joachim Hahn. "Juden im Landkreis Tübingen." in Der Kreis Tiibingen 

(Stuttgart: Konrad Theiss Verlag, 1988). 227-23 1. 
69 Joachim Hahn, Erinnerungen und Zeugnisse jüdischer Geschichte in Baden- 

Württemberg (Stuttgart; Konrad Theiss Verlag. 1988). 546. 



into the life of the community. Albert Horkheimer had been decorated for his service in 

the war and he and his wife Rosa were the CO-founders of the tennis club in the city. The 

Berlitzheimers, men's clothing store owners. had also lost a son in the war. There were no 

overt signs of üntisemitism and local cattle dealers from the surrounding ürea were seen 

;is ahsolutely essentid to the economic well k i n g  of the community. In fact there is 

evidence that Jewish cüttle dealers were still taking part in the weekly markets in late 

1937." Despite the violence that occurred throughout other parts of Württernberg. 

particululy in nearby TUbingen, Rottenburg was untouched by both the boycott of 1 April 

1933 and the Kristallncrclrr in 1938.~' Nevertheless, the property and businesses of the 

local Jews were taken over by the local government and sold to 'Aryans' in 1938." The 

70~entein<lerc<tsprorokolle. Rottenburg a.N. Band 64 (1937). Compare with the 
situation in Mittelfranken where locd Jewish cüttle dealers had their licenses revoked in 
1936- 1937 through state action. See Steven Lowenstein, "The Struggle for Survival of 
Rural Jews in Germany 1933-1938: The Case of Bezirksamt Weissenburg. 
Mittelfranken," in (ed) Arnold Püucker, Die Iuden im Nutianulsozialistichrn 
Deiit,vcltlmd, 1 t 5- 1 24. 

"For general üccounts of Nazi persecution of Jews see mong others. Hermann 
Grürnl. Antisemitism in the Tliird Reich (Cambridge: B a i l  Blackwell, 1992); Michael 
Burleigh and Wolfgang Wippermann, The Racial State: Gennany 1933-1945. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 199 1). For an account of the Kristallnacht in 
W ü rttemberg see. Harmut Metzer, Kristallnacht: Dokurnente von gesteni zum Gedenken 
heute (Stuttgart: Calwer, 1978). On Tübingen see, Zerstorte Hoflnungen: Wege cler 
Tübingcr Juden (Stuttgart: Konrad Theiss Vcrlag, 1995); StAR A80 9880 a postwar 
questionnaire suggests that there had been good comrnunity relations between Jews and 
non-Jews and that there had been no anti-Jewish violence throughout the Third Reich. 
The LU? interviews also give no suggestions of violence or antisemitism on the part of 
the population. It has also been noted that antisemitic pmpaganda was not a significant 
feature of the Nazi pwty in Württernberg. See Oded Heilbronner, ''The Role of Nazi 
Antisemitism in the Nazi Party's Activity and Propaganda: A Regiond Historiognphical 
Study." in &O Baeck Institute Yearbook, 35 ( 1990). 397-439. 

"GemeinderatsprotokoIle, Rottenburg a.N, Band 65 ( 1938139); Jeggle (ed). 
Heimatkunde, 3 1 6. 



son and daughter of the Horkheimers mmaged to emigrate to America in 1939, but the 

five remüining Jew ish citizens were deponed. The on1 y remaining Berlitzheimer, Sophie, 

died in Riga in laie 194 1. The two elderly Horkheimer couples were deponed in 1942- 

Albert and Rosa died in Auschwitz and Ferdinand and Jenny died in There~ienstadt.~~ 

How did the inhabitants of Rottenburg reaci to the meüsures which were kaken 

ogainst the Jewish residents of the town? It seems significant to note that the 

interviewees did not spontaneously bring up the topic of the Jews, but were willing to 

provide some limited information when questioned about it. Overall, the interviews do 

not give much indication of the reaction on the part of the population. but rüther stress the 

friendly relations between the Jews and the town's people and also the ignorance of the 

inhabiiünts with regard to the dep~nation.~~ One woman reiated that the Jews had been 

very charitable people and how they hüd helped out very much after the war. She went on 

the tell how her father had risked his life to give food to the Jews and also how they had 

hidden the Jewish wife of Josef Eberle in their basement for a tirne? The primvy 

''~lbert Horkheimer (d. 26.9.1942); Rosa Horkheimer (d. 26.9.1942); Ferdinand 
Horkheimer (d. 19.10.1942); Jenny Horkheimer (26.3.1943). Die Opfer Der  
Nrctiondsozial istische Juden verfolgiing in Baden- Württernberg 1 933- 1945: Ein 
Gr<lenkbuch Archivdirektion Stuttgart. (Stuttgart: Kohlharnmer. 1969). 

74Much has been written which contradicts the idea that Germany's population 
w u  unüwiue of whüt was happening to the Jews. See for example Lawrence D. Stokes. 
"The German People and the Destruction of the European Jews," Central European 
History 6( 1973, 167- 19 1 ; Hüns-Heinrich Wilhelrn, ''The Holocaust in National-Socialist 
Rhetoric and Writings: Some Evidence against the Thesis that before 1945 Nothing was 
Known about the 'Final Solution,"' Ycrd Vnshem Studies 16 ( 1984). 95- 127; David 
Bankier, 'The Gennans and the Holocaust: What Did They Know?" Yud Vashm Sludies 
20 ( 1988). 69-98; lan Kershaw, "German Popular Opinion During the "Final 
Solution":information, Cornprehension, Reactions" in (eds) Asher Cohen et& 
Comprehending the Holocaust (New York: Peter Lang, 1989). 145- 158. 

"LUI 76 Interview with Frau B. 29.9.1986. 



memory on the put of the Rottenburgers was the shock that they felt when they found out 

lit the end of the war what had happened to the Jews. They claimed that suddenly the 

Jews of the town had disappeared and that they only had a vague idea about resettlement 

in the eüst or that they may have been sent to concentration One man, who wüs 

il child üt the time. distinctly remembers his teacher telling the only Jewish child at the 

school thüt she could no longer talk to the other students during breaks. He recalls that 

his main reüction wüs one of conf~sion.'~ One wonders how the population could 

witness these increasing restrictions plüced upon Jews and yet daim they were unaware 

of their hte. The interviews give the impression that the Rottenburgers did perform ücts 

of kindness and thüt they were not entirely indifferent to the fite of their Jewish 

neighbours.'" ~ o s t  likely. however, they were concemed with providing for and 

protecting their families, especially during wartime. In üny case. it seems that the fate of 

the Jews did not rank as a high priority in the eyes of the Rottenburgers. 

'"or examples of this see: LUI 72 Frau Schl. 5.9.1986; LUI 73 Interview with 
Früu Sch. 1 1.9.1986; LUI 77 interview with Herr GR 14.8.1986; LUI 79 Frau G. 
22.10.1986. 

770tto Kaltenmark. Und rin Kreig hzwisclren (Berlin: Frieling, 1994)' 95. 
''Much has now been written regarding German attitudes to the persecution of the 

Jews. For an emphasis on the acts of kindness and resistance by Germans see Sarah 
Gordon, Hitler, Gennans and the 'Jewish Question ' (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1984) and on a local level Frances Henry, Victims und Neighbours (Massûchusetts: 
Bergin and Garvey, 1984). For those studies revealing increasing 'deprsonalization' of 
the Jew or 'indifference' on the part of the Germûns see [an Kenhaw, "The Penecution 
of the Jews and German Popular Opinion in the Third Reich." Leo Baeck lnstitute 
Yet~rbook 26 ( 198 1 ), 26 1-289; Otto Dov Kulka and Aron Rodrigue. "The Geman 
Population and Jews in the Third Reich" Yad Vashem Studies 16 (1984). 42 1-435; Otto 
Dov Kulka, "'Public Opinion' in Nazi Germany and the 'Jewish Question"' Jerusalem 
Quarterly 25 ( 1982). 12 1 - 144; Ian Kershaw, b'German Popular Opinion and the 'Jewish 
Question', 1939- 1943: Some further Reflections," in (ed) Paucker, Die Juden im 
Nationalsozialistic~ien Deutschland, 365-386. 
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In sum. we have seen that the population of Rottenburg was not won over by the 

Nuis. Centre party representatives struggled to maintain their position on the city 

council and successfully protected the honourary citizenship of Eugen Bolz. Although 

the Ciitholic oriented Rottenburger Zeititrig was quite quickly forced to tow the party line. 

its staff continued with convert acts of dissent and the population made their statement by 

refusing to read the N u i  pürty paper. The rally in 1934 shows that the NS measures to 

that point hüd hiled to make an impression on the population and the interviews suggest 

thiit Catholics. communists and socialists retained their inner convictions to the greatest 

extent possible during the course of the regime. At best the population of Rottenburg was 

indifferent or passively compliant to the N u i  regime, however in the case of the Jews this 

proved deüdly. As we shall see in the final chapter. their relative lack of concem for the 

lewish citizens stands in contrüst to the zeal with which they defended their Catholic way 

of lik. 
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Chapter 4: 

State vs. the Church 

In cornpetition for the hearts and minds of German Catholics. the Nazis met with 

opposition from both Church leaders and their followen. In their quest to perfect the 

Volksgemeinsclinft, the Nationai Socialist regime sought to 'coordinate* the churches and 

bring believers in line with their Weltanschauung. Both the Church and the Nazis sought 

to permeilte al1 aspects of the lives of the people and this brought them into particularly 

intense conflict after the Machtergreifung in 1933. From the struggle to conclude a 

Concordat with Rome in 1933 to the subsequent dissolution of Catholic organizations and 

denominational schools and finally to the position of the Church on Nazi policies of 

euthanasia and genocide. the conflict between the Nazis and the church has been both 

well documented and hotly debated.' As a predominantly Catholic town, Rottenburg was 

'Much more has been written in German regarding the Church stniggle of both the 
Catholics and the Protestants, but some excellent studies available in English include: 
Guenter Lewy. The Catholic Church and Nazi Gennany (New York: McGraw-Hill. 
1964); J.S. Conway. The Nazi Persecution of the Churches 1933-45 (New York: Basic 
Books, 1968); Klaus Scholder, The Churches and the Third Reich, vols. 1&2 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988); Donald J. Dietrich, Catholic Citizens in the Third 
Reich: Psycho-Social Principles and Moral Reasoning (New Brunswick. N J :  Transaction 
Books, 1988) and Ernst Christian Helmreich, The Geman Churches under Hitler 
Background, Struggle, and Epilogue (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1979). For 
a good recent assessrnent of the historiographical debates sumunding the church siniggle 
siee: Robert P. Ericksen and Susannah Heschel, 'The German Churches Face Hitler: 
Assessment of the Historiography," Tel Aviver Jahrbuch für deutsche Geschichte 



also affected by the measures tüken against the Church. but in the face of such measures 

maintained a great degree of social and spiritual integrity. As previously mentioned, the 

Rottenburgen were far from being Nazi supporters, the majority still voting for the 

Centre Party in 1933. Moreover. the spiritual and social cohesion of the community, 

eiremplified through their Catholic 'way of life* and the influence of the bishop in the 

town. al1 worked to oppose the Nazi attempts at the Gleichschaltung of the church. 

Although the primary goal of this thesis is to assess the attitudes of the 'ordinary' people. 

in the case of the Church struggle in Württemberg it would be enoneous to omit or gloss 

over the role of the Bishop, Joannes Baptista Sproll. Though conservative in outlook and 

rûther conciliatory during the exly years of Nazi rule. Bishop Sproll soon showed his 

negative attitude towards the regirne. Beginning with Sproll's protests against Nazi 

measures regarding youth organizations and denorninational schools, the conflict 

escülated, culminating in his refusal to vote in the 10 April 1938 election. which led to his 

expulsion from his diocese for the remainder of Nazi rule. After assessing the 

background of the Catholic church in the Weimar republic, this chapter wili go on to 

examine the events of the church conflict and the role which the bishop played in both 

Württemberg and Rottenburg. With particular reference to the actions against the youth 

23( 1994), 433-459. Some useful, basic introductions to the complex events and issues 
surrounding the Church struggle include: Martyn Housden. 'The churches: opposition 
born of belief?" in Resistance and Confonnity in the Third Reich (London: Routîedge. 
1997); Andrew Chandler, "Introduction" and John S. Conway, 'The Role of the Churches 
in the German Resistance Movement," in (ed) Andrew Chandler, The Monil Imperutive: 
New Essays on the Ethics of Resistance in National Socialist Gennany f933-i!W 
(Oxford: Westview Press, 1998) and John S. Conway. "National Socialism and the 
Christian Churches during the Weimar Republic," in (ed) Peter D. Stachura. The Nazi 
Machtergreifung (London: George Allen & Unwin. 1983). 
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organizations. the confessional schools issue and finally the Nazi demonstrations against 

the bishop, the attitude and reaction of the Rottenburg population will be assessed. 

Cütholic institutions and religious life from the time of the founding of the 

German Empire to the rise of National Socialism were characterized by a strong degree of 

cohesion and vigour which reiiched i ts  penk during the Weimar Republic. The experience 

of Bismÿrck's Kulturkampf in the 1870s and the sense of king second class citizens 

contributed to the solidification of Catholic identity into something akin to a subculture. 

The Catholic Church prospered under the republic and Catholic identity was further 

strengthened. The Weimar constitution removed al1 remliining restrictive legislation left 

over from the Kultitrkmpf iuid guürünteed free exercise of religion. The Catholic Church 

was orgünized into twenty-five dioceses and by the end of the 1920s. 

20 a00 priests served a population of twenty million Catholics. as opposed to the 16 000 

pastors for forty million Protestants. New monasteries were built. religious orders were 

founded. schools were established and Cütholic organizations multiplied and flourished. 

The Kutlrolische Jugrnd Deittschfuads. for exmple, hûd by 1933 a membership of over 

1 500  000 in thirty-three subsidiary societies. The Catholic daily press grew stronger and 

Catholic political influence was strengthened through the Centre ~arty.' It has been 

noted that ideologically the main point was dcfence of Catholic faith and institutions 

against encroachments of the state, but also the threats of socialism, liberdism and 

ûtheistic materialism.' Thus, the integraiion of Catholicism into Geman society 

'Lewy, 4-5. 
'Ken haw , Popular Opinion and Political Dissent. 1 85. 



continued unabated. 

The Catholics of Rottenburg also prospered during Weimar. Though 

Wüntemberg's Catholics were a minority overall, the state experienced nothing like the 

Rhinelmd or Baden form of the Kulturkampf. In fact, during this period Württemberg 

h m  heen described as an 'oasis of peace." Thus. Rottenburger Catholics had been free io 

pursue their religious interests more or less unhindered by the foundution of the Empire. 

The Catholics of Rottenburg hüd their own school board which adrninistered the Catholic 

Volksschule. In addition, the Bischufliclies Priestersemintrr had continued since its 

reestablishment in 1817, the T8ciiterinstitut St. Kliua was founded in 1898 and a Catholic 

boys boarding school known as 'M;iriinihaus9 was established in 1867.' The two 

C~tholic congregations of the city continued to flourish and in 1919 a Franciscan cloister 

was founded. From young to old, Catholics were involved in a plethora of confessional 

orgmizations: the Catholic Workers Association. the Catholic German Women's 

Association, the Catholic Youth and Young Men's Association. the Kolpingsfamilie6 and 

the Mother's Associations of St. Martin and St. Moriz. were just a few examples of the 

rich organizational life of the city's ~atholics.' Located in the seüt of the Diocese. the 

diocesan press exerted much influence in the form of the monthly Kirchlichen Amtsblatt 

'Blackboum, 62. 
5Manz. Kleine Rottenburger Stadtgeschichte, 1 18; Einwohnerbuch fur Siudt und 

Kreis Rottenburg a. N. Ausgabe 1935136 and 1938139. 
bT he Kolpingsfumilie, formerl y know n as the Katholischen Gesellen verein 

(Catholic Journeymen's Association) was founded in 1859 and the Rottenburg branch 
was the third oldest in the Diocese, Manz. Kleine Rottenburger Stadtgeschichte. 103. 
LUI 74. Interview with Hem. V. 23.9.86. in particular, atiests to the importance of this 
association as a centre of Catholic solidarity. 

' Ein wohnerbuch B r  Stadt und Kreis Rottenburg a. N. Ausgabe 1935136. 



and pastoral letters of the Bishop. Although there wüs no purely Catholic daily 

newspüper, the Rottenburger Zeitung supported the Centre Party which exerted the most 

political influence in the city. Several church celebrations during the second half of the 

1920s remain unforgettable to the oldest Rottenburgers. In 1925, Bishop Dr. Keppler 

celehrated a double jiihilee: fifty years :is a priest and twenty-five years as hishop. After 

Bishop Keppler's death in 1926. Bishop Dr. Joannes Baptista Sproll was enthroned just in 

time for the 100th anniversary celebration of the Diocese in 1928.' 

Together with this organizütional solidarity was a strong unity of Catholic belief, 

which involved traditions and customs as well as a deep love and respect for the bishop. 

The Catholics saw themselves as strict and conservative, and even the Protestants 

testified to the significünce of Catholic traditions. particularly the yearly Fronleichnam 

(Corpus Christi) processionY and the Fustnudrt tradition, which had k e n  practiced since 

the Austnan rule in the fifteenth century.1° The importance thüt Catholicism held for the 

believers is retlected in the passion with which they describe their activities and the greitt 

detail in which they recount certain events. For example. Herr V's description of the 

construction of the Kolpingsliuus and the function it had for the city's young men, gives 

the reader a glimpse of the kind of togethemess ünd community that was felt among 

Catholics in Rottenburg." The bishop's image was definitely unsurpassed in the eyes of 

'Manz, Kleine Rottenburger Stadtgeschichte, 1 19- 1 2 1 . 
TU1 interviews, especially LU1 72, Interview with Frau Schl. 5.9.1986; LUI 7 1. 

interview with Frau K. 3.9.1986; LUI 70, interview with Hecm.&Frau H. und Frau 
V.28.8.1986. 

'"Manz, Kleine Rottenburger Staàtgeschichte. 10 1 . 
"LUI 74, interview with Hem V. 23.9.86. 



Rottenburg's Cütholic population. as witnesses gave a distinct sense of the respect and 

admiration they had for him. When recounting the events of the Nazi demonstrations 

agüinst Sproll, mmy were dlegedly moved to teürs. Moreover, the youth of the time held 

the bishop in high regard and saw him as a sort of father figure. One man testified that 

during the hard times of the Great Depression, the bishop would invite the children of the 

poor to lunch and sit with them and discuss their day." It wüs the power of these feelings 

and the organizütional integrity of the Church which the Nais sought to destroy and it 

was this threat which Cütholics feüred above anything else. 

Although very little has k e n  published regarding the city of Rottenburg or its 

population during the Third Reic h.%eginning with the diocesan publication of the 

pamphlet Der Bischof isr wieder dri in 1945. a veritüble mythology has developed 

surrounding the relaiionship between the bishop and the Nazis.'' Studies written by 

contemporaries of the bishop. Catholic priests or theologians and published by the 

"LUI 75, interview with Hem V. 24.9.86. 
bi si de from studies which address happenings at the end of the war, such as 

Karl heinz Geppert ' s contribution to Wol fgang Sannwüld (ed), Einmursch, Umstun, 
Befreiung: Dus Krrigsenûe im Lnndkreis Tübingen Frühjahr 1945 (Tübingen: 
Schwübisches Tagblatt. 1995). the happenings in the town and the attitude of the 
population towards the regimc are only mentioned in passing in short histories of 
Rottenburg such as Mmz. Kleine Rottenburgcr Stadrgeschichte, in the Amtliche 
Kreisbeschreibung and in documents related to the expulsion of the Bishop. The only red 
attempts to look at Rottenburg during the Third Reich were in brief, yet innovative 
articles in Utz Jeggle (ed), Nationalsozialismus im Lundkreis Tübingen: Eine 
Heimntkunde (Tübingen: Tübinger Chroni k. 1989) and Martin Ulmer' s Zulassungsarbeit. 
Aufsteig und Hvrrschaft des Norionalsozialismus in Rottenburg 1 91 9- 1938, w hic h 
üddresses only the period before the war and was never published. 

"LUI 104, Domkapitular Dr. Kaim, Der Bischof ist wieder da: Verbannung und 
Heimkehr des Biscltofs von Rottenburg Dr. Joannes Baptistu Sproll. (Rottenburg: 
Verlang des Bischoflichen Ordinariats Rottenburg, 1945). 



Church press. have tended to overemphasize the resisting role of the bishop. General 

studies about Württemberg and the Rottenburg diocese during the Third Reich invariably 

mention the bishop's conflict with the Nazis, but usually take the form of straight 

narrative of events. Still others, including Amencan historian Guenter Lewy. have corne 

to more negative conciusions about the bishop's role as a resister." It has been argued by 

scholm such as Lewy and Oded Heilbronner thüt the relationship between the Cütholic 

Church and the Third Reich had k e n  for many years 'obscured in extensive mythology' 

' b w y ,  2 17-2 18. Examples of studies addressing Sproll's role include: Bernhard 
Hanssler. Bischof Joannes Bqtistrr Sproll: Der Full und seine Luhren (Sigmaringen: Jan 
Thorbecke Verlag. 1984), written by a contemporary and fellow priest. Paul Kopf. 
Juïinnes Baptista Sproll: Leben w d  Wirken (Sigmaringen: Jan Thorbecke, 1988); Paul 
Kopf and Max Miller (eds), Die Vertreibung von Bischof Joannes Buptista Sproll von 
Rouen biirg itnd die Heim keh r in die Diozese 1 938- 1 945. Dokumente zur Gesclt ichte des 
kircldichen Widerstands (Müinz: Matthias-Gnienewald-Verlag. 197 1 ); Joachim Kohle r, 
"Joannes Baptista Sproll. Bischof von Rottenburg" in (eds) Bosch and Niess. Der 
Widerstand irn drutschen Siidwesten 1 933- 1945 (Stuttgart : W. Kohl hmmer, 1 984). 35- 
45; Paul Kopf, "Die Vertreibung von Bischof Joannes Baptista Sproll: Ursachen. Verlüuf, 
Reacktionen," in (eds) Bauer and Kustermann, Gelegen o k r  ungelegen-kugnis fur die 
Wc~hrheit. Zur Vertreibung des Rottenburger Bischofs Baptista Sproll im Sommer 1938 
(Stuttgart: Akademie der Diozese Rottenburg. 1989), 57-72; Rottenburger Juhrbuchfür 
Kircltengescitichte Bünd 2 ( 1983) took its theme as 'The Church and National Socidism" 
with a focus on Württemberg, Diozese Rottenburg, in particular see: Paul Kopf. "Auf 
Kollisionskurs mit dem Regime. Joannes Büptista Sproll und seine Auseinandersetzung 
mit dem Nationalsozialismus," 1 1 - 19 and Kopf, "Das Bischofliche Ordinariai und der 
Nationülsozidismus. 1 15-127; Wilhelm Doetsch, Württembergs Katholiken untenn 
Hdenkreuz 19.30- 1935 (Stuttgart: W.  Kohlhammer. 1 969); August Hagen, Geschichte 
der Diozrse Rottenbitrg 3. Band (Stuttgart: Schwabenverlag. 1960); Paul Sauer. "Die 
Kirchen," in Württemberg in der Zeit <les Nationalsozialismus (Ulm, 1975). 180-205; 
Jorg Thierfelder. "Die Kirchen," in (ed) Otto Borst, Das Dritte Reich in Buden und 
Württemberg ( Stuttgart: Konrad Theiss Verlag, 1988). 74-95; Joachim Kahler, "Die 
katholische Kirche in Baden und Württemberg in der Endphase der Weimmr Republik 
und zu Beginn des Dntten Reiches," in (ed) Thomas Schnabel. Die Machtergreifung in 
Südwest<leustcl~land (Stuttgart: Kohlh;unmer, 1982). 257-294; 'T'error in der Kleinstadt : 
Der Ha@ der Nazis auf den Mut von Bischof Sproll" and "Bischof Joannes Baptista 
Sproll: Ein Beispiel fur Courage," in Utz Jeggle (ed), Nationalsozialismus im Londkreis 
Tübingen. 
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and that it had been the agenda of the 'Gennan Catholic research establishment' to 

maintain the Catholic image of resistance to the regime.I6 On one hand, this seems to be 

Iargely the case when dealing with Bishop Sproll: arguably the bishop's only act of 

resistance was his refusal to vote in the 1938 plebiscite. It cm, however. also be argued 

that Sproll had made clear his position regarding the regime long before this. Although 

he was a traditional conservntive. who at first attempted to comply with Nazi demands 

and greeted the Concordat with pleasure. both documentary evidence and the content of 

the bishop's sermons demonstrate thüt he was not a supporter of the regime. It is true that 

the Bishop did not speak out in large rneasure in response to Hitler's interna1 and external 

policies. other tban those which directly reluted to church affairs. Nevertheless, the stand 

he took on Cliurch issues such us the preservütion of denominationd schools and Catholic 

organizations and the opposition he voiced with regard to other anti-church policies was 

substüntid. As already stated, much has ken written about the bishop's encounter with 

the N u i  regime. but no studies have taken the inhabitants of Rottenburg and their attitude 

towards the regime as their focus. Thus, the piuticdar focus of this thesis will be the 

Rottenburgers themselves who look the bishup ils an example of spiritual integrity and 

did their best to resist Nazi measures. For the most put this amounted to inner spirituid 

resistance, random acts of non-confonnity and in the case of the demonstrations against 

the bishop, open condemnation of and opposition to the regime. 

Before 1933, the Catholic Church demonstrated a certain ambivalence in 

16Lewy. xi; Oded Heilbronner, "Catholic Resistance during the Third Reich?" in 
Contemporary European History 7,3 ( 1 998). 409-4 1 4. 



evüluating Nazism." On one hand. they had pointed out the anti-Christian aspects of 

National Socialist ideology and declared them incompatible with Catholicism. Thus, they 

recognized the threat the Nazis posed and had taken r rather negative attitude towards 

them. In many dioceses priests were forbidden to take part in the Nazi movement, Nazi 

tlags were prohihited üt church services and in some cases sacraments were denied to 

üdherents of the NSDAP. On 19 M ~ c h  193 1 the bishops of the Upper Rhenish church 

province (Freiburg. Müinz and Rottenburg) wmed their believers against Nazism, stating 

that it wüs incompatible with Cütholic teüchings." Yet the episcopate had acknowledged 

a 'heülthy core' in Nuism which was to be appreciüted, including its assertion of love for 

the fütherlmd and its position as ü strong bulwark agûinst atheistic Bolshevisrn. The 

political outlook of the bishops had ken formed by life in lmpenal Germany. thus most 

wcre stilf convinced monarchists, al1 were conservütive in outlook and were distrustful of 

liberülism and democracy. This lack of democratic conviction clouded the judgrnent of 

the hierürchy and prevented them from realizing the true chiuacter of Nazism in time to 

mount a concerted opposition. l9 

After the Muclttergreifung, Hitler saw that the churches, like al1 other independent 

bodies in Germmy, would have to incorporated into the state. In his first few weeks in 

power he began the process of Gleiciisclialtung or coordination, by which he hoped to 

"For ü discussion of the historical and theological conditioning which caused this 
ambivalence see: Conway, "National Socialism and the Christian Churches during the 
Weimar Republic," in (ed) Stachura, The Nazi MachtergeiJung, 124- 145. 

''Lewy. 10- L 1 ; Thierfelder, "Die Kirchen." 79; Kohler, "Joannes Baptista Sproll," 
in Der Widerstand im deutschen Südwesten 1933-1 945,38-39. 

19Lewy, 12- 18. 



"convert the constituent forces of national life into loyal, supporting pillars within the 

new regime, or üt least neutral flying but tresse^."^^ The leaders of the Catholic church 

understood the dangers this could pose to thcm and sought to accommodate the Nazis, to 

attempt to bridge the gap in order to protect Church interests." This "coming to terms 

wiis fi~cilitated hy the amhivalence which hnd chnracterized the hierarchy's opposition to 

National ~ocialism."" 

Bishop Sproll ûlso made attempts at accommodation with the Nazis in the early 

part of the regime. On 26 April 1933 he üdvised his followen to "take ü level-headed and 

conciliatory attitude and üvoid ünything with regard to the regime which could lead to a 

mi~understanding."~ in an official visit to Stüte President M u n  and Minister of 

Education and Arts Mergenthaler on 5 May 1933. Spmll gave his recognition for what the 

new state hüd dready done ügainst such things as Bolshevism. Manism, godlessness and 

public immorulity." In May the bishop allowed the N u i  flrg in processions and in the 

church and by the end of July he rlso allowed them to be hung on the priests' houses. 

Despite a few minor incidents, the attitude of the regime towards the Church was 

one of pexeful coexistence. thus the Church saw no reason to alter its conciliatory 

?oIntroduction to (ed) Andrew Chandler, The Moral Imperative; for a discussion of 
the Weltrinscliuuung and Gleichschaltung see. Ku1 D. Bracher. The German 
Dictuiorship: The Origins, Structure and Effects of National Socialism, trans. Jean 
S teinbcrg (New York: Praeger, 1970). 247-272. 

"This was ü strategy which was also employed in part by the Protestant church. 
see Shelley Buanowki. "Consent and Dissent: The Confessing Church and Conservative 
Opposition to National Socialism," Journal of Modem History 59 (March 1987), 53-78. 

" ~ e w y ,  24. 
"Hagen. Geschichte der Diüzese Rottenburg, 3. Band. 533; Doetsch. 

Württembergs Katho liken unterm Hakenkreuz 1930-1 935.98. 
24Kohler, 39. 
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stance. The episcopate failed to understand the true nature of the Nazi regime and they 

did not suspect thüt the Nazis were only maintaining civil relations in order to conclude 

the Concordüt with Rome which wüs made official on 20 Iuly 1933. On paper the 

Concordat ensured the t'reedom to practice the Cütholic religion. the right to freely 

publish ordinances. the maintenance and establishment of confessional schools and the 

protection of Catholic organizations. The Church feit reassured thüt their institutions 

would be protected and believed that the Concordat created ü legal basis for protest 

against üny hostile meüsures the regime may iake. It was also a coup for the regime as it 

not only increased Hitler's prestige around the world, but officidly excluded clergy from 

politicül participation. The pact also put the church under a certain obligation to the 

regime which fücilitated a policy of caution when a more vigorous opposition would be 

called for in the future. Thus, the Concordat hüd results for the church which were 

unintended and likely unforseen." 

Bishop Sproll was not specificülly concerned with National Socidisrn as a 

politicül movernent. rather with its attacks on Christianity and the Church. Thus, even 

berore the conclusion of the Concordat, Bishop Sproll was concemed about the 

preservation of the Catholic youth organizations and denorninational s c h o ~ l s . ~ ~  When the 

first encroachments on the Catholic youth groups t w k  place in early May 1933. the 

bishop wrote to state president Murr with statements of loyalty in order to protest the 

situation without upsetting relations with the stûte, but when actions intensified. the 

UFor more details on the Concordat see, Helmreich. The Germon Churches under 
Hitler, 237-27 1. 

?muer, 184. 
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bishop took a stronger course of action. The attacks by the Hitler Youth on the diocese 

wide meeting of the Cütholic young Men's Association in Ulm on the 27/28 May 1933. 

were merely examples of wider action which was to start in June throughout the whole 

country. On 30 June 1933 the minister of the interior for the state announced that the 

National Socidist youth groups alone were the priority of the state and any groups which 

did not fail under this cüiegory were bünned from weünng uniforms and certain Catholic 

associations were also to be banned. Sproll wüs moved to protest to the highest 

üuthorities of the state and the country. On July 4 he sent a protest telegram to 

Hindenburg and to Hitler and on July 3 and 5 he wrote letters of protest to state president 

Murr and vice chiincellor Franz von Papen. Perhaps only becüuse his protests coincided 

with the signing of the Concordat. were Württembergs Catholic üssociütions saved from 

dissolution for the time k ingz7  

Although the Protestant youth groups hüd been successfully united with the Hitler 

Youth eürly in 1934. the Cütholic youth organizations remained a thom in the side of the 

regime. Continued hatassrnent of the Cütholic youth cüused the bishop to make a public 

statement at a mass demonstrütion in Stuttgart on 16 December 1934. In this he admitted 

thüt he was ready to accept the amdgarnütion of the Catholic youth into a uniform 

Germün youth orgünization. but not if the Reich youth leader Baldur von Schirach 

continued to show "the Rosenberg way ... as the way of Gennan youth."" The bishop 

"Kohler. 40-42. 
"Hagen, 146. Alfred Rosenberg. Nazi ideologue and author of Mythus des 20. 

Juhrhunderts, caused major concern with regard to the regime on the part of the Church. 
His 'neopagimistic* views, anchored in the myth of the Nordic blood were seen as 
incompatible to church teachings and in 1934, the Holy office in Rome announced that it 



defended the independence of the Catholic youth groups and pointed out that they had 

been guüranteed by the Concordat and the word of the Führer. In 1935 and 1936. the 

attück on Catholic organizütions was intensified. Throughout Württemberg, Catholic 

youths were subjected to insults such as 'traitors of the state and fathetland.' 'second 

cl i iss  citizens' and 'dishonourahle yniiih.'" These verhnl and sometimes physicnl attacks 

on the Cütholic youth culminrted in the decree of I December 1936 which provided for 

the organizütion of al1 German youth into the Hitler Youth. which was now the only 

oftïcial stüte sponsored ~rganization.'~ Despite this Iüw, mmy youth organizations 

continued to be active until their ultimate dissolution in early 1939. Even then some 

continued to rneet illegülly. The fate of the Catholic youth associations is just one 

exümple of the N u i  'coordination' of Catholic organizations. thus "by the time the war 

broke out in September the Nazi Staie hüd succeeded in fully destroying the once so 

powerful network of Cütholic organi~ations.**~' 

Despite the intricüte network of Cütholic organizrtions which existed in 

Rottenburg before the seizure of power, evidence regürding reaction to their dissolution 

is sketchy üt best. The Einwulinerbuch of 1938-39 shows that al1 previously existing 

hüd placed Rosenberg's book on the Index of Forbidden books. Much to the dismay of 
Cütholics. Rosenberg had been appointed deputy for supervision of spiritual and 
ideologicül training of the NS party. Sproll saw Rosenberg as a particular enemy of the 
church and singled him out for attack on several occasions. For details on Rosenberg and 
this ideological conflict see, Lewy. 15 1 - 159. 

%opf and Miller, 2 1. 
"~ewy, 13 1. For a more detailed discussion of the conflict between the Catholic 

Youth and the regime see. Lawrence D. Wdker, Hitler Youth and Catholic Youth 1933- 
1936: A Study in Tutalitarian Conquest (Washington: Catholic University of America 
Press, 1970). 

"Lewy. 132. 



Catholic organizations were still functioning at this time. however. little other 

documentary evidence exists to help üssess the actual state of affairs. One writer stries 

thüt the Nuis tried to dissolve the religious groups through huassrneni, house searches 

and intimidation of the members to hinder them in their public work." The staiements of 

contemporaries do little to enlarge this pictiire. Some testify io the fact thüt they freely 

entered Nu i  youth groups and süw in them no political significance. merely a chance to 

share time with other youth and to take part in recreational activities." Others claimed 

they had üdamantly opposed Nazism and refused to enter Nazi groups even under 

personal ihreüt." Another interviewee claimed thüt the Catholic Young Men's 

Association had done everything to resist and had then continued illegdly following the 

dissolution. This clairn is supported by a Rottenburger who as r boy attended Catholic 

'Gnippen(rbende.' and describes an incident in which their meeting was almost 

discovered by the Gestapo." Apparentiy. some parents refused to register their children 

in the HJ or BdM even when ordered to do so by the ~rtsgruppenleiter.~ Other Catholic 

mas appeiv to have taken a stronger stance in the protection of the Catholic youth 

groups. Grill, in his study of Baden. observes that Nazi action agüinst the Catholic Youth 

was reported to have created il1 feeling among the population. For example, in the village 

3ZUlmer, 34. 
"LU1 70, interview with Hern.ûnd Frau H and Frau V. 28.8.1986. 
"LUI 72, Interview with Frau Schl. 5.9.1986. 
35LUI 86, interview with Hem U. 19.1 1.1986. The anecdote about the Gestapo 

cornes from Kaltenmark, Und ein Kreig dazwischen, 76-82. 
'6Kopf, Joannes Buptista Sproll: Leben und Wirkn, 1 89. 
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of Oberschoptheim the local propagandü leader was stoned by Catholic activists." In the 

Bavarian town of Eichstaett a conflict between the Catholic youth and the HJ over stolen 

banners led to public demonstrations which had to be stopped by the police and were 

followed by the arrcst of a priest." Thus it seems that dissent regarding this issue was 

cornmonplace among Catholics. the reactions of Rottenburgers mild in cornparison to 

many. In contrast to this was the more contentious issue of the denominational schools, 

in which both the bishop and the Catholic parents of Rottenburg made their opinions 

known. 

The Nazi üttack on Church education was at the very centre of their stmggle to 

üchieve ideological doininance and wüs taken very seriously by Rottenbuq's Catholics 

and wüs openly condemned by the bishop. Although the Concordat of 1933 had 

guwünteed the continuation of denominationid schools. the Nuis sought. especially 

between 1936 and 1938, to get rid of them and to miike Germün schooi education non- 

denominütional." Bishop Sproll. who had been increasingly involved in disputes with 

the state go~emment.'~ declmd in a sermon on 19 September 1937 that teachers should 

refuse to give religious instruction in the spirit of National Socialism. He called for 

parents to remove their children from state sponsored religious instruction and to stand 

37Johnpeter Grill. The Nazi Movement in Baden l!ZO-I945 (Chape1 Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press. 1983), 338-339. 

"For details on 'The Matter of the Flags' see Edward Peterson, The Limits cf 
Hitler's Power (Princeton: Princeton University PRSS, 1969), 305-309. 

"Kershaw. Popular Opinion and Polifical Dissent. 209. 
''For details of the increasing ideologicd conflict between Sproll and the regime 

see especially, Sauer, 199-202. 
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together in the füce of threats as the first Christians had done? Following these 

statements the Fkimnrenzeiclien. the main Nazi press organ in Stuttgart, began attacks on 

the bishop, misinterpreting what he had said and identifying him as an enern~. '~ 

Meünwhile in Rottenburg, local Nuis  had carried out a carnpaign within the city 

to create a 'Germün School.' On 1 1 May 1936. at the instigation of school rector Wetzel. 

students were given an ünnouncement and form entitled 'Cd1 for the Creation of ü 

Germrn School in Rottenburg,' which parents were to sign and return, thus giving their 

support to the ideü (see Appendix F)." The form explüined that in alrnost al1 the cities of 

the stüte. the Catholic and Protestant churches hüd been discussing the establishment of 

German ' Volksscliule' for the beginning of the new school year. It continued on to say 

ihat this important step iowÿrds the Volksgenwinscltuft resulted from the requests of 

parents and guardians who had expressed their one hundred percent support for the idea. 

This clealy proved. it  was claimed, that the need to creüte a German school was at hand. 

The document went on to explain that the existing confessional schools were only 

apparently such. It stressed that they were orgmized by National Socialism md were thus 

practically community schools as it was. After further arguments in this line. the 

authoritirs assured that religious instruction would continue to be given in the German 

School and that adequate time would be given for completion of religious duties. It 

closed by demanding that the parents vote 'yes' and asked them to retum their 'vote* by 

'" Kopf and Miller 130- 13 1. 
'2Sauer. 203. 
43Copy can be found in Stadtarchiv Rottenburg am Neckar, Dl 1 Files on persons: 

Eugen Bolz. For discussion of the issue see Ulmer 48-5 1. 
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eürly Wednesday of that week. Because very few parents had retumed their answers by 

the required deadline. the need for the creation of a non-denominational school cleivly did 

not arise from requests of the parents of Rottenburg as the Nazis had stressed it had in 

other ÿreas of the state. Over the next week. parents were 'convinccd.' through a variety 

of means to show their support. In the diiy~ following the deadline. hesitant and 

dissenting parents were invited before the school rector. the te ache^ and a viuiety of 

pany iùnctioniuies and reproac hed for their ambivalence. The Rottrnhitrgrr Nucliricliten 

of 14 May 1936 even supplied arguments in support of the plan in an article entitled 

'Your Child also belongs in a Germa School." When still little response w u  shown on 

the part of parents, measures becamc more serious. The SA were employed to 'visit' 

parents in attempts to change their minds, parents who worked in  the city's biggest 

hctory were pressured by the owner and civil servants were threatened with the loss of 

thcir jobs. Even the teachers pürticipated in the intimidation. telling those students whose 

parents had not agreed that they would be victimized and in the case of one teacher. even 

üssigned more homework to these students. Under this immense pressure. the parents 

were finally wom down and the newspaper could ihen claim on 19 May that the result of 

the vote had been an "unequivocal admission of the müjority of parents in support of the 

Gcrman Schools." It wûs kept a secret under what circumstances this 'poll' was 

undertaken and the force which was used to obtain the results. Among the parents. 

Cütholics proved more resistant to Nazi threats: 346 out of 4 12 Catholic pi~ents (84%) 

finally agreed to support the idea, in cornparison with the one hundred percent support 

shown by the sixty-two Protestant families. In the face of such threats several Catholic 
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parents stood strong üs the Bishop advised. even when senous consequences could be 

expected. For example, Karl Vollrner spoke out üctively on the school issue and this was 

Iüter cited as one reason why the state decided to deny his 1939 application for financial 

support for his five children." Thus. when direct attacks were made specifically on 

Rottenburg's Catholic school in ;in iittempt to xt ive ly  secularize the community. this 

distinct focus put the parents in a position to take ü stronger stand in opposing the local 

Nazis. Rottenburg's Cütholics were certainly not ülone in opposing the creation of 

community schools. In his study of Bavariü. Ian Kershaw observed thnt massive arnounts 

of intimidation and 'chicünery' of the voting were needed to finally obtain consent from 

the Catholic parents of the state. In Tact, the efforts of the population of Eichstaett 

siiccessfully saved its Cütholic girls school and they continued to hire non-NS te~chers."~ 

Perhüps the most dramatic exarnple of dissent on the part of Rottenburg's 

Catholics wüs seen in conneciion with the bishop's farnous abstention from the vote on 

10 April 1938. In this instance, the bishop did in fact "function as the symbol of 

traditional values" and the relationship between the people and their faith seemed to have 

been further strengthened by the episode.' in this vote, the people of Germany were to 

give their support to the AnschluB of Austriü and also vote for û new Reichstag. 

Although Bishop Sproll w m l y  greeted the annexation of Austria. he could not express 

his confidence in men that were fundamentally hostile to the Catholic Church. The day 

afier the election the Rottenburger Zeitung reported that only 4 767 of an eligible 4 768 

"Kopf, Leben und Wirken. 189. 
"5Peterson, 308. 
46 Kers haw , Popular Opinion and Political Dissent, 1 94. 



had pürticipated: the bishop had not gone to the polls.'" In fact, Sproll was the only 

official of the entire church hierarchy to not vote 'yes' in this plebescite. His personal 

protest was not meant as a collective or organized resistünce of the church community. in 

füct on the day of the election he encouraged his chauffeur to go to the pol~s.'~ 

Nevertheless. his actions led the faithful into broader conflict with the regime. 

The story of the persecution and expulsion of the bishop is substantiüted by 

reports of church and police officiais and by the collective memory of Rottenburg's 

Cütholic population." On the düy of the election itself party officiais were ÜIready 

discussing how somcthing 'must happen' with regard to the Sproll situation and radical 

elements plünned a demonstrütion for the following night. Sproll, who had been w m e d  

of the demonstntion by true Catholics. had left and gone to Freiburg. The SA marched to 

the bishop's palace and while yelling such things as 'Traitor, get out and go straight to 

Moskau!" they incited children to throw rocks at the windows and atternpted to break 

down the door. Afrer removing the party flag from the palace the demonstrütion ended, 

but was followed by five similu demonstrations in the following weeks. the final and 

most spectacular on 23 July. 

The demonstration of July 23, which was effectively organized by state president 

Murr, produced the greatest reaction on the part of Rottenburg's population. 

"~ortenburgrr Zkitung, 1 1 April 1938. 
"LUI 87, interview with Hem Sch. Chauffeur of Bishop Sproll, 13.12.1986. 
'9Kopf and Miller contains rnany reports of the various demonstrations against the 

Bishop; a very good account by Josef Sedelrnaier, former chief of police is found in Kopf. 
Leben und Wirken. 185-189; a similar account of the demonstration on 23 M y  1938 is 
found in almost every interview (LUI). 
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Approximately 3 000 SA, SS and party members who had k e n  assembled from the 

surrounding m a s  of the state. mürched to the palace and screamed "Put the Blacks on the 

wüll." "Hang the Jews and put the Bishop on the wüll." "to Moskau." "to Dachau," 

among other things. Amid sirens. screaming and smdl explosions, four hundred of the 

demonstrators stormed into the pdace which was ransacked from attic to basement. 

Witnesses recount the diimage to doors, windows, even jars of jam and particululy a 

hurning bed which was thrown from a second story window. During the demonstrations 

a diocesün adrninistrator and former mayor. Josef Schneider, was attacked and received 

head injuries. Moreover, in conjunction with this demonstration, Konrad Kiesel and 

Ludwig Sümbeth, both employees of the diocese, were taken into protective custody for 

eight days after king labelled as b~azigcgner."o Thüt night the bishop fled to Freiburg 

and on 24 August 1938 he was officially bünned from the diocese by the Gestapo and had 

to spend the rernainder of the regime in exile in Bavaria. 

These direct attacks against the bishop caused drümatic reüctions on the part of 

Rottenburgers. As already stated the demonstrators had been brought in from outside the 

town and of those few from Rottenburg who were in attendance, active participation was 

not observed. The Stuttganer Gestapo reported to the secret police in Berlin on 25 Iuly 

1938 that the population of Rottenburg had taken a "hostile attitude towards the 

demonstrators." They stated that the Lariclrat of Rottenburg was openly wcosted in the 

Street and such statements as "How can the police allow this to happen, that a building 

50 Stadtarchive Rottenburg am Neckar, A 80 9880, Wiedergutmachung nat. soz. 
Unrech ts A llgemeines, Oder des Na tiorialsozialismus Organisationen. 
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could be storrned and demolished?" were heud mongst the townsfolk. As the buses 

carrying the demonstrators left the city. they were pelted with rocks in the outlying 

villages. Following this, 200 to 300 citizens assembled in front of the palace. some 

crying, and helped to clear away the mess created by the storrning of the demonstrators. 

Former police chef  Sedelrnaier testified to the fact that there were ;hout four hundred 

puty members in Rottenburg at the time of the demonstration, but that i t  would be false 

to say that al1 were in agreement with the demonstrations against the bishop. He was of 

the opinion that it was small number of rüdicds who hüd incited the actions. but that ü 

good nurnber of püny members at the demonstrütion were not pürticipating in the 

shouting and destruction of the palace and thüt they condemned these sciuidalo~s 

actions." This is reaffirmed by Herr A. who maintains that as a postal worker he was 

required to become a pany member, nevertheless he remained strictly 'Black' in terms of 

politics and did not take part in the demonstration dthough he wüs present? The day 

after the demonstration. the Rottenburgers showed their solidaity and support for the 

bishop. Following the morning mass. 300 to 500 worshippers left the cathedral and 

assembled in front of the palace in a demonstration which lasted for about ten minutes. 

Aftrr singing a hymn they began chanting such things as "We want to see our Bishop." 

"Bishop give us your blessings," and "We will corne back." Although these acts had no 

actual effect in ternis of changing the course of actions against the bishop, they did m k e  

the auihorities üware of the dangers still posed by the church-going population and they 

5 1  Sedelrnaier in Kopf, Leben und Wirken, 188. 
52LU1 88, interview with Hem A. 28.1.1987. 
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acted symbolically to unite the people and strengthen their spiritual mistance. 

Conternporaries testifïed to the fact that Rottenburg never became 'brown'. that strict 

Catholicisrn was dways maintained and that after the incidents of 1 938 "Rottenburg 

becüme even more Ciitho~ic."~"he bishop hüd acted as the ultimate symbol around 

which the Cat ho1 ic p o p  liit ion could articulate t heir displeasure with the Nazi re~ime. 

They saw the attack on their bishop as an attack ügainst their town, their religion and 

t hçmselves. 

Clearly the Nuis failed to gain the support of a substantial proportion of the 

Rottenburg population. The strong Catholic basis of the town in terms of organization. 

Catholic 'way of life' and admiration for Sproll served to effectively Jimit the extent to 

which the Nazis could win over the faithful. As the Nazi persecution of the churches 

continued to escalate from 1933 to 1938, Rottenburgers continued to identify with the 

struggle of the Bishop and their dissent became more distinct as the direction of Nazi 

attacks becrme more focussed. Starting with a rather uncertüin position ngarding the 

Catholic organizütions, the population moved to a more visible non-conformity in 

response to the confessional schools issue and finally showed open disüpprovd of the 

regime in relation to attacks on the Bishop. Though Nazi attacks on the church certainly 

alienated the Catholic population of Gemmy, for the most part the faithful merely acted 

to protect their own institutions and practices and did not sincerely pose a wider threat in 

terms of political issues. Rottenburg was not the exception. It can be argued that the 

Catholics of Rottenburg definitely made their views known in terms of antiîhurch issws, 

"LUI 72. interview with Frau Schl. 5.9.1986. 
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but when it came to issues of racism for example. barely a word wüs spoken and very few 

memories seem to remriin. 



i04 

Conclusion 

Few governrnents have placed as rnuch emphasis on the münipulütion of opinion 

as did the Nazi regirne. Yet, despite the highly polished image of an obedient and uniform 

citizenry provided by official propaganda, ihere existed beneüth the surface a popular 

opinion ümong the German people. Although this opinion was usually expressed through 

smüll covert acts and m i n a  grumbling. in a state which sought to politicize al1 aspects of 

the lives of individuals, these became punishable crimes and therefore forms of 

resistance. If these somew hüt minor offenses can be seen as resistance, then how do we 

clüssify more obvious forms of resistance, such as the attempted assassination of Hitler or 

the hiding of Jews in a basement? 

The main goal of this thesis has been to demonstrate the problems associated with 

defining resistance to the Third Reich and use the example of one town to illuminate the 

'other Germany* beneath that facade of the Volksgemcinschaft. Ordinary Germans were 

faced with complex choices which make it impossible to neatly divide the population into 

pro and anti-Nazi camps. In their everyday lives average Gemms were in no position to 

commit assassinations or wage an underground w u  against the Nazis, but this did not 

mean that they wholeheartedly supported them either. Because their acts were small and 

on a local level does not make them any less important and they can very righily be 

considered political dissent. In recent years S C ~ O ~ ~ U S  have k e n  making substantial 
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contributions to the study of everyday life and, through the use of new methods and 

sources, they have significantly enlarged the literature of resistance. Local and regional 

studies. based in luge part on oral history, have the advantage of reveding new 

dimensions in the study of resistance. This thesis is 3 contribution to this growing 

Merature and debate regarding the climate of resistance among ordinary Gemans. 

Chapter two demonstrated the importance of the context in which dissent was 

exhibited. Rottenburg was a predominrntly Catholic city with a strong sense of 

community spirit. The social institutions of the Catholic church provided the framework 

for the lives of the majority of the townspeople. The Catholic church, or 'Catholic 

milieu.' w u  an integrating factor which brought the inhabitants together more than any 

other single fiictor. Added to this were relüted economic and political factors which 

helped creüte the natural climate for dissent. As a region, Wüntemberg was not as badly 

affected by the Depression as the rest of Germany. It has k e n  suggested that this 

relatively positive economic situation was a factor which inhibited the rise of Nazism 

within the state. Within this context, Rottenburg wüs still a mainly agriculturd city with 

few signs of industrialization. Small agriculturd plots helped provide additional food for 

the people of the city and thus shielded thern from the most devastating effects of the 

economic crisis. in addition. the overwhelming power of the Catholic Centre Party 

within the city was a strong deterrent to the growth of National Socialism. The election 

results of March 1933 more than adequately demonstrate that the Nazis did not have ;ui 

ovenvhelrningly strong fwthold in Rottenburg at the time of the seizure of power. Thus, 

the nature of Rottenburg as a community created an ûtmosphere in which dissent could 



flourish. 

The reaction to the seizure of power and the funher consolidation of Nazi power 

was the subject of chqter three. Through the reliünce on oral sources we are able to 

construct the more complcx reality in which Rottenburgers lived and to better understand 

the climate of dissent. The case of Rottenhurg i s  not one of grassroots support. but 

instead an example of the imposition of Nazism from above. The f i ~ t  victims of Nazi 

oppression were the communists and social democrats. Despite harsh repression and 

their small number within the city, testimony here demonstrates that memben of the Left 

maintained their former convictions and were never convinced supporters of the regime. 

The replacement of the city mayor, and the slow dismantling of the former Centre- 

dominnted city council. illustrate the fact that popular support from within the city was 

not forthcoming. The city's clubs and associations. as well as the newspaper. were 

probübly the most effectively coordinated institutions by the Nazis. Their coordination 

took place without an outstanding amount of dissent. but the Rottenburgers continued to 

show their attitude towards the regime by refusing to do such things as participate in Nazi 

social groups or read the Nazi paper. The unenthusiastic mood of the town was 

highlighted by the 'Rottenburger Revolution' in 1934. The only area of opinion where the 

inhabitants seemed more ambivalent was with regard to the Jewish question. The 

interviews suggest that some aid was offered. but the overwhelming impression is that 

this issue was not of great significance for many of the townspeople. 

The relative ambivalence on the Jewish issue contnsts starkly with the way in 

which the Rottenburgers defended their Catholic faith. With regard to Rottenburg. as was 
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the case in many Catholic areas, "no single aspect of Nazism created so much hostility or 

shaped attitudes towards the regime as decisively as the attack on the Christian 

Churches."' Though müny studies of the Catholic church hierarchy have stressed the lack 

of resistunce on the part of the establishment. a focus on the Catholic faithful reveals r 

different picture. As was the case in many Catholic regions of the Reich. Rottenburg's 

Catholics stood together in defence of their organizations. confessional schools and their 

priests. As we have seen. Rottenburg's Catholics üctively struggled to preserve Catholic 

youth orgunizations and made a particulür stütement in defence of the Catholic primary 

school. The most dramatic instance of opposition was in relation to the Nazi 

demonstrütions against Bishop Sproll in 1938. in this instance Sproll acted as a symbol 

of Catholic resistance to which the faithful could rally. The overwhelming conclusion of 

the chüpter was tihüt there was an absolute unwillingness on the pan of the inhabitants to 

accept the suppression of their Catholic institutions. 

In the final analysis, does Rottenburg deserve its reputation as a 'resisting' town? 

Wüs it the 'solid bulwark of Christianity' that the city's mayor claimed it was in 1946? 

Whether it wûs created consciously or unconsciously, the myth of resistance has grown in 

Rottenburg over the years. Although it would be valid to say that it was a 'bulwark of 

Christimity'. it would also be appropriate to note that Catholic resistance in Rottenburg 

was comparable to that seen in other regions of the Reich, particularly Baden and 

Bavaria. By Ewusing on the ordinary Germm and using oral sources, however. it 

becomes clear that, aithough there were no major acts of resistance. a distinct climate of 

'Ian Kenhaw, Popular Opinion and Political Dissent, 376. 
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dissent existed within the city. The inhabitants of Rottenburg. like many other average 

Germans, were not effectively integrated into the Volksgmeinschnfr. they did retain their 

religious allegimces and former convictions, and remained a part of the 'other Germany' 

which it  has taken scholws so long to discover benenth the monolithic propaganda facade 

which was the Third Reich. 
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Appendix A: Gemany 19 18- 1935 

Source: Thomas Childers, The Ahxi %ter 
(Chûpel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1983) 



B: Württemberg Appendix 

n. 

Source: Thomas Schnabel. Die Mcrctergrtcijiuzg in Siidwestdeutschlun<I 
(Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer Verlag, 1982) 



Appendix C: Rottenburg am Neckar c. 1935 

Source: Einwohnerbuch Fur Stadt und Kreis Rottenburg a. N. Ausgabe 1935-1936 
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Appendix D: City Centre - Rottenburg am Neckar c. 1935 

Legend 

1 .  Bishop's Pdücr 

2. Stlitc Piison 
3. Cathedril 
4. City Hall and Market Plüct: 
5. Martinihüus - Caiholic boy's school 
6. Seminary 
7. St. Moritz Church 
8. Train Station 

Source: Einwohnerbuch f i r  Stadt und Kreis Rottenbug a. N. Ausgabe 1935-1936 



Appendix E: Reichstag and h d t q  Elcciions, 1919- 1933 

Election: Roîtenhrg T u m l  KPD USPD SPD DDP Centre DVP DNVP NSDAP Others 
Jmu;irv 1919 93.0 (1.6 18.9 8.8 70.0 1.5 

May 1924 84.6 3.4 10.9 6.3 69.6 1 -4 2.8 5.4 
Mav 1924 (LT) 84.0 3.4 1 1.0 7 -3 70.5 1.2 3.9 2.6 

May 1928 70.8 3.1 0.2 14.9 4.51 65.3 1.4 3.0 0.7 6.4 
Mav 1928 (LT) 70.9 3.1 13.8 5.2 66.8 1.4 2.5 0.3 5.7 

April 1932 (LT) 82.2 7.1 5.2 0.8 6 1.4 0.5 2.2 16.8 5.9 
July 1932 89.8 11.6 6.6 0.6 60.3 0.3 2.3 15.9 2.3 
Novemkr 1932 80.6 16.3 5.6 0.8 57.8 0.6 2.5 13.5 2.8 

Election:WWkmûeq Turnout KPD USPD SPD DDP Centre DVP DNVP NSDAP Other BWB 
January 1919 88.7 2.8 35.9 25.4 21.5 14.1 0.3 
Junel9îû 76.8 3.2 13.1 16.1 14.5 22.5 3.9 9.0 17.7 
Mav 1924 78.0 11.5 16.0 9.5 20.6 4.4 10.1 4.2 4.0 19.7 

May 1928 68.4 7.3 23.8 9.7 19.2 5.6 6.3 1 -9 8.5 17.6 
May 1928 (LT) 68.8 7.4 23.8 10.1 19.6 5.2 5.7 1.8 8.3 18.1 
SI=~embcr 1930 79.4 9.5 20.5 9.9 20.5 4.0 9.4 11.9 13.0 
Apd 1932 70.4 9.4 16.6 4.8 20.5 1.6 4.3 26.4 5.8 10.7 
Julv 1932 77.1 11.2 18.0 2.5 20.7 1 .O 3.9 30.5 5.4 7.0 



Appendix F 

"JI Etiittyuct, IIIiii, ~t i l b r r i i i i i ,  Efiiriiib. (Fiiiiiiiib, Citibriifieiiii, (Ef)iiiaeii o. I.. %otlrpeil unb iu fnit 
ùllsii i i l i r igt i i  Eiabiti i bei Ll~iiibas, B i t  bislwr t ù W i l d ) t  obtr r u a i r ~ r l i ~ t f ) ~  %ul?slrf)uleit unlrtl iolltn 
~. ibr i i ,  i[t iirit 9rgi i i i i  bes iitiiiii E 4 u l  jril)rs D i e  Z e u t f 4 e U o l l s d~ u 1 t e i i i~er i@tr t  o o i b t i ; .  P i t l r t  
wifitlgir Ed;i[tt jur !Uollsgtrntiii~ficift qiii ertul$te i ibtrri l l  ùiif (Driiiib tiiitr Ylcfroeung ber (5 t a i  r 8 

h u n g s b t r t t i g t e  n , b i t  prf) iiiit iihrrraffieiib i~rufjcr 9lufirBtil - tirilmelle n i i l  bis du 100 vtom 
~ c i i t  - füt  bir 3tuild)u E@ule aus~tlyrùf ir i i  4~ibtii. Lio btiutilr ni i l  aller Stii l l i&leit, bah tin mirla 
l i&s Bebürfi i ir fur b i t  SUjolfuiia einer e i i i ~ ~ i l l i ~ t i i  d e l l s ~ ~ u l e  ucri)aiiBtn iit. 

,,IIiii ber G r ~ i t l l r n r  uiib br t  Crrlr Giirrr %inber u i l l t n "  ?iSiin~.~hr, beutb# gllern, tiibig Oute 
Bubirii uiib Plfiibdpii bi t  'Pr ut  l@ JI YIPI t s I  fiii Ir iiiiuicrtrairrti! t h  trliglolt Qr&ljuiifi 1p nemiSrlei* 
Md mit  ldtaer. att 9ZrIigioii~uiitrrrifir wirb iiii glrldpn Uinliinyt wir an kt IAdqnntitislûjiiie n a 4  
$ e ~ t i i i i h r i ~ t i i  grlrtnnt tr t t i l  t, irnb fiir b i t  erf i i l l i ing lonll igtt ruligiiiltt OlrtpfIidjtiingrn (f djüitrgottes~ 
b i t i i i t  ulu.) tuiib bi t  notige ,jtit flriualjtt iucrkii. Der l h l t r t l d j i  In ellt i i  anbtti i D i id t rn  aber ib gr* 
intiii\oiii. 

Source: Stadtarchiv Rottenburg am Neckar 




